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ABSTRACT
A N  IM P L E M E N T A T IO N  O F  A T E M P O R A L  R E L A T IO N A L  
D A T A B A S E  M A N A G E M E N T  S Y S T E M
Iqbal A. Goralwalla
M.S. in Computer Engineering and Information Science 
Supervisor: Prof. Erol Arkım 
June 1992
111 this work, the implementation of a temporal database management system is reported. 
This system has been implemented on top of an existing database system that manipulates 
relations with set-valued attributes. The temporal relational model together with the 
tem])oral algebra are descril)ed. The basic set of opercitions of the extended relational 
algebra have been modified to handle temporal attributes. New operations have been 
added to help in the extraction of information from historical relations. These operations 
convcirt one attrilnite type to another and do selection over the time'dimension. Moreover, 
a statistical interface has been added to the system. This interface includes aggregate 
functions and a new operation, enumeration^ which derives a table of uniform data for a 
set of time points or intervals, from a three dimensional historical relation. A performance 
evaluation of the system is carried out by executing sample queries against different types 
of databases: snapshot, snapshot/nested and historical.
Keywords: temporal database, extended relational algebra, enumeration operation, ag­
gregation operation, set-valued relations, performance evaluation.
ÖZET
Z A M A N  B O Y U T L U  İL İŞ K İS E L  BİR, V E R İ T A B A N I Y Ö N E T İM  
S İS T E M İN İN  G E R Ç E K L E Ş T İR İL M E S İ
Iqbal A. Goralwalla
Bilgisayar Mühendisliği ve Enforınatik Bilimleri Bölümü
Yüksek Lisans
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Erol Arkım 
Haziran 1992
Bu çalışmada zaman boyutlu ili,şkisel bir veritabam yönetim sisteminin gerçekleştirilmesi 
anlatılmaktadır. Bu sistem küme değerli özııitelikleri olan ilişkileri kullanan mevcut bir 
.sistem üzerine kurulmuştur. Zaman boyutlu ilişkisel model zaman Ijoyutlu ilişkisel cebir 
ile birlikte tanımlanmaktadır. Zamansal verilere ulaşabilmek için ilişkisel cebire ait temel 
işlemler genişletilmiştir. Aynı zamanda geçmişe ait ili,şkiselden bilgi çıkarımında yardımcı 
olması amacı ile yeni işlemler eklenmiştir. Bu işlemler bir öznitelik türünü diğerine 
çevirmekte ve zaman boyutu üzerinden seçim yapmaktadır. Ayrıca bir istatistik arabirimi 
de sisteme eklenmiştir. Basit istatistik fonksiyonlar ve zaman aralılarında seçme işlemi bu 
aralıirimiıı ana öğeleridir. Zaman aralılarında seçme işlemi, verilen bir üç boyutlu geçmişe 
ait ilişkiselden bir zaman noktalar kümesi veya zaman aralıklar kümesi için geçerli bir veri 
tablosu oluşturmaktadır. Anlık, anlık/yuvalı ve tarihsel olmak üzere üç ayrı veritabam 
türünün örnek sorularla sorgulanması ile sistemin başarım değerlendirilmesi yapılmıştır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: zaman boyutlu veritabam, genişletilmiş ilişkisel cebir, zaman 
aralılarında seçme işlemi, basit istatistik işlem, küme değerli bağıntılar, başarım 
değerlendirmesi.
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IN TR O D U C T IO N
1.1 O verv iew
A database contains data pertaining to an organization and its activities. It forms a data 
repository from which information is extracted for various purposes. Databases in general 
carry the most recent data.
Time is an attribute of all real-world phenomena. Events occur ci,t specific points in 
time; objects and the relationships among objects exist over time. The ability to model 
this temporal dimension of the real world is essential to many information system appli­
cations. Examples of these are econometrics, banking, inventory control, medical records, 
airline reservations, versions in CAD/CAM applications, statistical and scientific data, 
etc.· Yet, none of the three major data models, namely, relational, network, hierarchical 
supports the time varying aspect of real world phenomena. Conventional databases can 
be viewed as snapsho t databases in that they re])resent the state of an enterprise at one 
particular time i.e they contain only current data. Employee in Figure 1.1 is an example 
of a relation in a snapshot dataljase. As a database changes, out-of-date information, 
representing past states of the enterprise, is discarded. However as mentioned above, in 
many applications there is an obvious need for both current and the past data (possibly 
future data as well).
The activities of an organizcition are an on-going process and its information needs and 
processing Ccipabilities should be considered in a time perspective. Thcit is, to support 
managerial information necids, as well as others, the database should possess a temporal 
dimension to store and manipulate time varying delta. However, in most models, the time 
reierence of an attribute is carried as another special attribute. This approach is a rather 
ad hoc and limited solution. It either creates undue data redundancy and/or provides 
limited time processing capacity.
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E # ENAME DEPARTMENT SALARY
111 Tom J.oys 25K
122 Ann Sales 30K
133 John Toys 40K
Figure 1.1: E M PL O Y EE R ela lien .
Time
Figure 1.2: Generic repre.senlation of the EMPLOYEE relation.
The attributes of an object (i.e an entity or a relationship) assume different values over 
time. The set of these values form the history of that object. A database which maintains 
past, present and future data (i.e object histories) is called a T em poral Database (TDB). 
Figure 1.2 shows the temporal (generic) version of the Employee relation in Figure 1.1. 
Temporal relations can be visualized as a three dimensional cubic structure with time 
forming the third dimension, the other two being the attribute and tuple dimensions.
Two basic aspects of time are considered in datcibases which incorporate time. These 
are tlie valid and Lransaclion tinuis. Tlie former denotes the time when an ¿ittribute value 
becomes effective (begins to model reality), while the latter represents the time when 
a transaction was posted to the database. Usually the valid and transaction times are 
the same. However, the difl'ei'ence arises when an update to an attribute value is posted 
to the database at a time which is different than the time when the update became
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valid. Snodgrass [26] classifies databases into lour categories with respect to the valid 
a.nd transaction times. A .ma-pskol database does not have any time dimension. Rollback 
databases are modelled by transaction time. In this case the database can be seen at 
any time in the past. Historical databases have valid time and model the entire histor}' 
of objects seen as of tJie present time (now). Temporal datcibases carry both valid and 
transaction times, hence incorporating the features of rollback and historical databases. 
In this work we use valid time and refer to the term temporal database liberally to stand 
for a database which carries any kind of time-varying data.
There are two ¡possible directions which can be followed for handling temporal data. 
One alternative is the development of a new model to support time dimension and the 
other involves augmenting existing data, models to support time dimension in a coherent 
way. Section 1.2 gives more details regarding these two approaches. The extensions to 
the relational model to suppoi't time fall into two categories, namely,
• Tuple Time-Stamping: This extension involves attaching time-stamps to tuples and 
kee2>s the relations in First Normal Form (INF), i.e all the attributes in the relations 
are atomic. Each rehition has two additional attributes, TBEG and TEND to 
represent the time when an attribute value becomes Vcilid and the time when that 
attribute value is u])dated to a new value respectively, in this extension, each 
relation contains a time varying attribute (or groups of attributes changing at the 
same time) with a key (E#) as shown in Figure 1.3 (a) and Figure 1.3 (b). Non-time 
varying attributes are collected into another relation as seen in Figure 1.3 (c).
• Attribute Time-Stamping: This approach requires time-stamps to be attached to 
attributes. Each attribute value is a pair, < t ,v  > where t is either a temporal set  ^
or a time interval^ and v is an atomic value. < t ,v  > is called a temporal atom 
and asserts that the attribute value v is valid during the time periods represented 
by t. For instance, <[Jan 89, .June 90), 32K> is a temporal atom which asserts 
that the salary value 32K was valid from .Jan 89 to .June 90. In this case, relations 
are in Non-First Normal Form (NINF). Figure 1.4 is an example of attribute tirne- 
stamjring. Note that in this work, for the sake of simplicity, we use time intervals 
as time-stamps.
In this work, we extend the relational model and attach time-stamps to attributes as 
opposed to tuples. We feel this approach is closer to user thought process as compared 
to tuple time-stamping. In addition, there is minimum data redundancy as all historical 
data belonging to an object (attribute) is modelled in one single tujjle. Arguments in 
favour of attribute time-stamping are given in [12].
'A temporal set is a set of disjoint time intervals. Examples of temporal .sets are {[5,10)}, {[5,10), 
[20,30)}, etc.
‘A time interval is a pair, [l,u) where / and u represent the lower and upper bounds of the interval 
respectively.
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E # DEPARTMENT TBEG TEND
111 Shoe .Jan 84 .Jan 85
111 Toys .Jan 85 now
122 Sales .Jcin 86 now
133 Toys .Jan 89 now
(a)
E # SALARY TBEG TEND
111 20K .Jan 84 June 85
111 25K .June 85 now
122 30K .Jan 86 Jan 88
133. 32K Jan 89 June 90







Figure 1.3: Tuple Time-Stamping
E # ENAME DEPARTMENT SALARY
111 Tom {<[.Jan 84, Jan 85), Shoe>, <[Jan 85, now], Toys>}
{<[Jan 84, June 85), 20K>, 
<[June 85, now], 25K>}
122 Ann {<[Jan 86, now], Sales>} {<[Jan 86, now), 30K>}
133 John {<[Jan 89,now], Toys>}
{<[Jan 89, June 90), 32K>, 
<[.June 90, now], 40K>}
Figure 1.4: Temporal version of the EMPLOYEE Relation.
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1.2 P rev io u s  and  R e la ted  W ork
In llie last decade, there lias been extensive research activity on temporal databases. 
Dolour, et al. contains a comprehensive survey of the role of time in information processing
[4] . A bibliography of time in information systems is given in [27, 28]. In addition, Soo 
[.30] gives a bibliograph}' on Temporal Databases while Snodgrass gives a report on the 
status and research directions in Temporal Databases in [29]. More recently, Mckenzieand 
Snodgrass [19] survey extensions ol relational algebra that can query databases recording 
time-varying data. They identity criteria for evaluating temporal algebras and evaluate 
several time-oriented algebras against these criteria.
Development of a new model to handle the temporal aspects of information systems 
has been reported in [24, 25]. In this model time varying data is visualized as a time se- 
ciuence collection which is i-epresented as a s('.t of triples (surrogate, time, value). Another 
model has been proposed by [14] to handle complex objects and their temporal varia­
tion. Ginsburg and Tanaka propose a record based system to model histories of financial 
tra.nsactions [11].
An extension to the entity relationship (ER) model for handling time has been pro- 
po,s('d by [16]. Elma.si'i and Wiiii [7] fdso ('xtciid l.lie ER model l)y incorporating the 
concept of lifespan to entities and relationships.
Most of the research however, has been concentrated in extending the relational model
[5] to handle time in an api)ropria.te manner, d'lie extensions can be divided into two 
main categories. The first approach uses INF relations to which special time attributes 
are added (tuple time-stamping) and object (attribute) histories are modelled by several 
INF tuples [1, 17, 20, 26, 23].
The second approach uses NINF relations and attaches time to attributes (attribute 
time-stamping) in which ca.se the object history is modelled by a single NINF tuple 
[10, 18, 31, .32, 35].
There have been three, recent studies which use attribute time-stami^ing. Clifford uses 
time points as time stamps [6] whereas Gadia [10] and Tansel [31] use time intervals as 
time stamps. Gadia and Tansel’s approach both have the same three dimensional view, 
however they differ in the manner temporal data is refered to. Gadia extracts snapshots 
from homogeneous^ temporal relations whereas Tansel either applies algebra operations 
directly or normalizes the relations before applying the operators. Tansel further explores 
the structuring of nested historical relations in [35].
'^ A temporal relation is homogeneous if in a tuple, each of its attributes has values over the same time 
period.
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1.3 S cop e  o f  th e  th esis
It is obvious that substantial research cictivity on temporal databases has been carried 
out. Modelling temporal data and query languages were the topics mostly investigated. 
However, there has been very little work in the implementation of tem25oral databases. 
TQUEL [26] is the only exception which is a prototype implementation on INGRES 
database system. The underlying model is bcised on attciching time stamps to tuples, 
hence INF relations.
In this work we report the implementation of a temporal relational database man­
agement system (TDBMS) as proposed in [31]. Our aim is twofold; demonstrating the 
feasibility of temporal databases with attribute time-stamping and using this implementa­
tion to further stud}' various aspects of temporal database management systems, i.e., their 
performance, features of user friendly query languages, estimators for overhead caused by 
temporal dimension, etc. We use an existing relational database system, ERAM as de­
scribed in Chapter 2, svq^porting one level of nesting [21, 22] and implement a temporal 
relational database on top of it. We also extend the existing relational operators in this 
system and introduce new operators to handle temjmral attributes. Moreover, we add 
aggregate functions to handle tem].)oral attril.)utes and implement the Enumeration op­
eration [32] which produces a uniform set of data for a series of time intervals, so that 
the data can easily be used for statistical anidysis. A performance study of the imple­
mented system is also carried out. We investigate the performance of snapshot databases, 
historical databases and databases that allow set-valued attributes by executing different 
queries with varying chariicteristics.
Time is attiiched to atti il)utes as opposed to adding it to tuples. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first implementation of a temporal relational database which uses 
nested relations and attribute time-stamping. We believe it will be very useful in testing 
the ijracticality of the theory developed so far.
The thesis is organized into six chapters. In Chapter 2, the Extended Relational 
Database System, ERAM, is described, and its model and relational algebra are outlined. 
Chapter 3 contains the temporal relational model together with its algebra. In Chapter 
4, details of the implementation of the temporal database management system (TDBMS) 
are given. A performance evaluation of the implemented system is given in Chapter 5. 
The thesis concludes with Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
THE EX TEN D ED  RELATIONAL  
MODEL DBM S (ERAM )
2.1 E x ten d ed  R e la tio n a l M o d el
Rela.(,ions restricted to atomic attributes are not always desirable in application areas 
such as office information systems, social sciences, medical computing, CAD/CAM, tex­
tual data processing, etc. This is because these applications involve complex objects and 
the first normal form restriction of the relational model makes it difficult to model such 
objects. For modelling these application a.reas, attributes whose values are sets of atomic 
values have been proposed [13, 21, 22]. The extended relational model [21, 22] allows 
i’ela.tion.s with set-va,lued atti'il)utes where there is only one level of nesting. It has specif­
ically been formulated for statistical databases, and heirce includes powerful aggregation 
features.
Let U be the set of all values regarded as atomic such as integers, reals, character 
strings and the value null. If the domain of an attribute is a subset of P(U), where P(U) 
is the ¡:)ower .set of U, then it is called a nested or set-valued attribute. Let D{ C U 
for i = l,...,n. Formally, a nested relation is a subset of L\ x L2 x ... x where Li is the 
domain of the attribute, for i=l,...,n. Then, L,· = Di or L,· = P{Di). Atr(R) represents 
the set containing attributes of relation R. The degree of a relation is the number of its 
attributes.
2.2 E x te n d e d  R ela tio n a l A lgeb ra
Extended relational algebra (ERA) includes the five basic operations of relational alge­
bra with extensions for handling nested relations, and the aggregate fo rm ation  [15],
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aggregation-by-tem pla te , pack and unpcxck operations [21, 22]. The definitions of 
Cartesian product and projection oi^erations from relational algebra apply directly to 
nested relations. For union and difference, in addition to the compatibility of relation 
schemes, the corresponding attributes in both relations must have the same nesting depth. 
Their definition is the same as the union and set difference operations of relational alge­
bra. In the case of natural join, the common attributes are either both nested or atomic. 
Other operations modified or introduced in ERA are ;
Selection: This operation has been extended for nested attributes, by introducing set- 
theoretic conditions. Let R h e  a, relation, A and B be attributes of /2, v be in U and Fhe  
a formula of the form, F — AOB or AOv where either both operands of F are atomic or 
both are nested, then.
0 e { = , < , < , > , > , 7 }^ if both operands are atomic { = , C, C, 3 , D, 7 }^ if both operands are nested
A ggregate form ation  [15]: Let R, l)c a relation with attributes Atr(R) and yYbe a subset 
of Atr(/f) with degree k. Let /  be an aggregcite function and A be an atomic attribute of 
R. The relation R < X, f a >, then hasdegree k+1. Aggregate formation operator first 
partitions tuples of relation /f such that tuples having the same X  component are in the 
same partition. The function /  is then cipplied to /i-component of tuples in each.parti­
tion. The yY-value and the calculated aggregate value form the result for each partition. 
A ggregation-by-tem pla te  [21, 22] is based on grouping tuples of a relation while the 
aggregate formation is based on partitioning the tuples, i.e., groups may overlap.
Pack [21, 22]: The pack operation, when applied to iittribute A of cx relation R, collects 
the values in attribute A into a single tuple component for tuples whose remaining at­
tributes agree. In case of a set-valued attribute, pack operation combines the sets instead 
of creating another level of nesting. This operation is similar to the one attribute nest 
operation of [13, 8].
U npack [21, 22]: The unpack operation, creates a family of tuples for each tuple of R 
when it is applied on one of 72’s set-valued attributes. One tuple is created for each el­
ement of the set in the attribute value. If unpack is applied on an atomic attribute, R 
remains unchanged. This operation is similar to the oire attribute unnest operation of 
(13, 8).
Set-fo rm ation  [21, 22]: The set-formation operation, when applied to an atomic at­
tribute /1 of a relation /?,, replaces the tuple com])onent for A by its singleton set, in each 
tuple of R.. If A is nested, then R. remains unchanged.
Eomial definitions of these operations, as well as their syntax can be found in [9].
2.3 E R A M  S y stem  A rch itec tu re
ERAM is a database inanageinent system which is based on the extended relational model 
and extended relational algebra. It has been implemented in C- programming.language on 
top of the UNIX version 4.1 BSD operating system. It consists of four modules, namely :
(a) T he file m anagem ent system  (FMS) is the heart of the system. It is invoked by 
a higher level module when required. The FMS performs the functions of reading and 
writing tuples, and garbage collection in the relation instances.
(b) T he re la tion  m ain tenance m odule retrieves, updates, creates and destroys rela­
tions. All these functions are eventually executed as calls to FMS routines.
(c) T he a lgebra  m odule has been built on top of the FMS. All algebra operations are 
eventually executed as calls to FMS routines.
(d) T he com m and in te rp re te r  is the highest level in the implementation in ERAM. It 
su])ports a relationally complete query language and relation maintenance commands.
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Figure 2.1: System Architecture of ERAM.
The relationships between the above modules is shown in Figure 2.1. Details of the 
modules and syntax of their commands are given in [9]. We do not include them here 
to save space. ERAM has been built on top of the Unix internal file structure and 
Unix standcird I/O library. The rela tion  descrip tor, a core-resident data structure, 
is the most widely used data structure in the system. Apart from information about
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the relations in use, it ¿ilso includes file pointers to the data structures and temporary 
variables such as the current position ol n fde, tuple identifier, total number of tuples 
in the file buffer, and the position of a bucket or a tuple in the file buffer. A relation 
descriptor is allocated whenever a relation is open cind deallocated when the relation is 
closed. ERAM has sequential and indexed access methods, the former accesses a relation 
tuple by tuple while the latter first retrieves the tuple identifier from the primary index 
file, and then gets the tu]:>le from tlie relation.
Chapter 3
THE TEM PO RAL RELATIONAL  
DBM S
3.1 T h e  T em p oral R e la tio n a l M o d el
In our temporal model, each time-varying attribute is assigned a <time, value> pair. The 
time part of this pair is taken to be the interval in which the value is valid as opposed to the 
time point at which the value became valid. The latter approach creates complications 
in expressing and interpreting the relational algebra operations since it splits the time 
intervcd between two successive pairs, causing the successor pair to be examined if the 
tinre duration over which the value is valid is needed. Due to this, we opted for the former 
cipproach and represent time-varying attributes as triplets of the form, < [l,u),v >. [l,u) 
is the time component (interval), with / cuid u standing for the lower and upper bounds 
of the interval respectively, v is the data value which is valid over the time interval [l,u).
T is the set of time points which is a total order under the less than-equal-to (<) 
relation. The points are identified relative to an origin to, as shown below:
T  = {to,ti,...,U, ...,now}
to < t\... < /,,· < ...now
t{ — ¿1—1 -(- 1 and t-i — to '!■
to is the starting time and now is the marking symbol for the current time. An interval 
whose upper bound is nuto, expands as the clock ticks. We do not specify any time unit. 
It is left to the user. Tj is the set of intervals defined over the time points in T. T/ is a 
subset of T  X T  where x  denotes the Cartesian product:
Ato < I < now
Ato < u < now A < l,u T X T}
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Let Dai,· · ·  ■, J^ a,n subsets of U and , · · ·, be subsets of P(U). D t^ , · · · , Dt„, 
are the subsets of T/ x U and P[Di^)^· ■ ■ are their corresponding power sets.
Consider a collection of sets E\.  ^E-z,· ■ ■ ■, En where E{ is one of the above defined sets 
Da,,· · · ·, Ds„,,Dt,,· ■ ■, Dt„,,P(DiJ, ■ ■ ■ ,P{Dt,„) for i =  1,· · -.n. A historical
relation (HR), defined on the sets Ei,Ez·,· ··  , En, is a subset of the Cartesian product 
E] X E -2 X ■■■ X En- From the definition, it is clear that a HR is a non-first normal form 
relation whose nesting dej')th is at most one.
A historical relation may have four types of attributes, namely,
• Atomic attributes: contain atomic values, that is, they receive values from domains 
which are subsets of U.
• Triplet-valued attributes: contain triplets cis atomic values. A triplet is of the form 
< [l,u),v >, where [l,u) is the time interval of which 1 is the lower bound and u is 
the upper bound, and v is the value field. The triplet asserts that the value is valid 
over the time interval denoted by [l,u).
• Set-valued attributes: are sets of atomic values. These values are considered inde­
pendent of time.
• Set-triplet-valued attributes: contain sets of triplets as values. Each set is a col­
lection of one or more triplets, defined over a subset of the interval [fo, nora] and 
represents the attribute’s history. A set-triplet-valued attribute models the history 
of an attribute of an object.
The following notation is used in naming the attributes of a historical relation. Let 
A, B, · · · be attributes of a relation. Atomic attributes are referred to by their names. 
Set- valued attributes are prefixed by a e.g. *A, *B, · · · Triplet-valued attributes 
are prefixed by a dollar sign, $A, $B, · · ·, and Set-triplet valued attributes are prefixed 
by a star and dollar, e.g. *$A, *$B, etc. To refer to the components of a triplet-valued 
attribute, $A, we use $/1/, $.4„, and $/!,,. They refer to the lower bound, upper bound, 
and value fields of the triplet respectively. If A is an attribute of relation R , Ca denotes 
the remaining attributes of /?, i.e. Atr(R) — {A}.
3.2 T h e  T em poral R e la tio n a l A lgeb ra
The set of temporal relational algebra (TRA) operations consists of the five basic opera­
tions of relational algebra with extensions for handling temporal rehrtions with one level 
of nesting. The Pack and Unpack operations are as described in Chai^ter 2, Section 2.2,
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revised for temporal relations. The Selection operiition is revised so that when a triplet- 
valued attribute, say $‘X, is used, its components can be referenced. That is, 
or $'Afe are allowed in formulas. New operations are added to TRA [31] and they are 
formally described in the following sections:
3.2.1 T rip let-decom position  (T -D E C )
Let R be a relation of degree and A be one of its attributes, then, the T-DEC operation 
breaks a triplet valued attribute $A into its components. It adds two new attributes to 
the relation for representing the time interval, one each for the upper and lower bounds. 
The value field replaces $A. A new relation with degree n -|- 2 is created.
TDEC%a{R) = o / o n|(3/.')(f' € R A
t[CA] = t [ C u ] M [ A ] ^ t [ % A ,] A  
I = A u =
The symbol o denotes concatenation. The new attributes are named $A/ and $y4„. 
$/4/ is the (n -f 1)*‘ and is the (n + 2)“'^  attribute.
3.2.2 T riplet-form ation (T -FO R M )
T-EORM creates a trijjlet-valued attribute from the three atomic attributes L, f/, and V 
which correspond to the lower bound, upiDer bound; and value components of the triplet 
resj)ectively. The former two attributes are used to form the time interval over which the 
value is valid. The resulting triplet-valued attribute, $ R, replaces attribute V and the 
other two attributes are projected out. Let R be a relation with degree n -)- 2, L·, U, V £ 
Atr(R), and Cf = Atr(/2) -  {L, U, V}.
T F O R M v,l,u{R) = e R A  t[Cp] = t'[Cf] A
i[$ f /] = t'[V] A t[$V,] =  t'[L] A f[$R„] = t'[U])]
The resulting relation has degree n. Applying triplet-formation to the attributes cre­
ated f>y a triplet-decomposition operation produces back the original relation, that is,
rFORMA,A,.A,.\^rDECUR·)] = R-
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3.2.3 Slice (SLICE)
Let R l)e a relation and $A and $F^  be two triplet-valned attributes. aligns
the time of $A with respect to the time of $B.
S L IC E , aM R ) { t \ (3t ' ) { t :  e R A t { C , A \  =  t ' [C,a] A 
/,[$/!„] = A /.[$/!/] > A
< t ' [$Bj^ A ¿[$/1,] > ¿'[$/1,] A 
/.[$/l„] < /'[$/l„] A
(¿[$L4,] = ¿'[$/1,] V ¿[$L4;] -  t'[$B,])A 
(¿[.i;/l„] -  /;'[$/!,] V
In other words, the intensection of intervals of $A and $13 is assigned to $A as its 
time reference, if an intersection is found. The new triplet receives its data value from 
attribute $A. If no intersection is found, the tuple is simply disccirded. The Slice operation 
implements the 'when clause of English sentences. Two other versions of the Slice operation 
can also be defined, based on set union and set difference. These make the manipulation 
of intervals easier.
(a) Union Slice (USLICE): Let R. be a relation and $A and $B be two triplet-valued 
attributes in Atr( /?.). USLICE o])eration creates a new relation whose attributes are Atr(7?) 
-  {$A} U {AM}.
USLICE,A,w{R)  = eRA t[C ,A]  = t'[C,A]A
X e /.(·+ S/1] A = /'[$/U] A (xi < /'[$/1;] A 
.7;,, > A {xi < 7'[$B,] A X,, > t'[$B^] A
[xi ~  ¿’[$/1/] V .г·; =  i'[$5/]) A {xu -  V
t'l^B,] > t'[%Ai])) V XI = ¿'[$/1,] A V
(.7·, = /.'[$/T] A .7;,,, -  A
(/,'[$/4,] < i'[$Bi]V t'[$B,] < //[$/!/]))}
For each tuple, the time intervid component of attribute $A is assigned the union of 
tlui time intervals of attriluites $A ruid $B. As opposed to the intersection version of the 
Slice operation, here we have two cases. If the time intervals of $A and $B intersect, the 
result is a single large interval. If there is no intersection, the result has two components.
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the interval of $A curd the interval of $B, forming two triplets. As ci consequence, USLICE 
operation creates a set tii]:)let-valiicxl attribute froni a triplet-valued attribute.
(1:>) D ifference Slice (DSLICE): Let R be a. relation a.nd $A and $B be two triplet­
valued attributes in Atr(7i!). DSLKJE operation creates a new rehition whose attributes 
are Atr(/7) -  {$A} U
DSLICE^a,w {R) -  e RAt[C^A]^ t'[Cu]B
X G * $,/4] A a-'v = A {xt — i"[$A/] A
;r„ -  l'[%Bi] a t'[%A,] < ¿'[$7?,] < i'[%A^] < V
(a;/ = A (.a;,, = ¿’[S/LJ A
t'[$B,] < /.'[$A,] < l'[$Bu] < //[$A„]) V
(f(.r, -  t'[^A, A = ¿'[$73,]) V {x, = ¿'[$73„] A
Xu = i'[$^«D) A ¿'[$A,j < ¿'[$B,j < ¿'[$5„] < ¿'[$A„]) V
(a;, -  ¿'[$A,j A a-v -  ¿'[$A„]))) A
(¿'[$H„.]<¿'[$73,]V¿'[$7?„])<¿'[$A,]))}
For each tuple, the time interval component of attribute $A is assigned the difference 
of the time intervals of attributes .^ /1 and $B. As was the case in USLICE, DSLICE also 
ci'eates a. set triplet-valued attribute from a triplet-valued attribute. If the time interval 
of $B is contained in the time interval of $A, the difference results in two triplets.·
3.2.4 D rop-tim e (D R O P-T IM E )
This operation gets rid of the time components of a triplet-valued or a set-triplet valued 
attribute and converts it into rui atomic, or a set-valued attribute, respectively. Let R be 
a relation and A G Atr(/7).
D R O P T IM E a {R) = <
{/|(3¿')(¿' G 77 A ¿[Q,i] =  ¿'[C*^] A t[A] = ¿'[$A,])} 
if A is a triplet-valued attribute
{¿|(3¿')¿' G 77 A ¿[Cs,i] = ¿'[C$^j A ;c e t[* $A] A G ¿[A])} 
if A is a set triplet-valued attribute
/7 otherwise
Note that the degi'ce of the resulting rehition is the same as that of 77. Drop-time 
allows us to ma.nipulate static (without time) part of temporal relations.
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3.2.5 Enum eration (E N U M )
The enumeration operation [32] derives a table of uniform data, for a set of specified time 
points or intervals, from a three dimensional historical relation. Together with aggregate 
functions, the enumeration operation ¡provides a statistical interface which enables trans­
formations of data into tabular form suitable for statistical analysis. Three issues arise 
when applying aggregates to historical data, namely,
(a) Aligning the time reference of attributes involved in aggregation operations, so that 
each attribute has the same time reference
(b) Selecting attribute values at specified time points before applying aggregate functions.
(c) Time units of the time frame in which data is viewed and time granularity used to 
model the databcise are not the same, i.e., yearly salary is required from a historical 
database in which the time unit is a month.
To handle case (a), unpack and slice operations can be used. To deal with the issues of 
case (b) and (c), two versions of the enumeration o])eration have been developed, and are 
described in the following two sections. Implementation details are given in Chapter 4.
3.2.5.1 Enumeration: First Version (E N U M l)
This version of the enumeration operation returns the values of the designated attributes 
at the specified time points. Let:
— R. be a historiccd rehvtion,
— C Atr(R), where AL, 1 < i < |Ai|, is an attribute, |A"^ | denotes the number of attributes 
in A,
— 7' be a single column relation whose tuples, {¿i, ¿2 , · · ·, Li} are the specified time points,
— A^s be the atomic and set-valued attributes in A,
— A( be the triplet-valued attributois in A",
— Xsi be the set triplet-valued attributes in A", i.e., A^ = U A( U AC;.
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ENUM] can then be defined a.s, 
R < X > T {.s o i|(35')(5' €. R A t E T A 
.s-[AC]-5'[AC]A(.s[E] = .s'[$n]A  
5'[$ Yi] < t < s'[$ n ]  for $ F € Xi) A 
{s[Z] — s [$2:,,] A%zi < t < %Zu 
for all %z e 5[$F], for %Z e X.i))}
R< X> T  creates a new relation whose degree is |A"^| + 1. The remaining attributes, 
i.e those not in X  are discarded. It should be noted that the definition of R< X> T  allows 
set-valued attributes in the result. However, these can easily be unpacked before applying 
a statistical function.
3.2.5.2 Enumeration: Second Version (ENUM 2)
Aggregation operations give rise to seniantic issues when applied on historical data. Con­
sider the case when a database is modelled with a time granularity of months. Any 
reference with respect to days or weeks can unambiguously be resolved since a value 
which is valid for a month is obviously valid for any day or week of that month. However, 
when a reference is made with respect to a time unit which is larger than a month, e.g 
annual salary, we have problems. If there is only one salary value throughout the year, 
no problem occurs. The ambiguity arises when there are two or more salary values or 
there are salary values for some months while for the other months they are missing. Such 
references need some rules of interpretation so that they can unambiguously be resolved. 
This version of the enumeration operation provides a solution to this problem. It deter­
mines an appropriate value for an attribute by utilizing all of its values which are valid 
over the respective time interval. This value can then be used in statistical analysis. Let:
— R be a historical relation,
— yY C Atr(i?), where A",·, 1 < i < |yY|, is an attribute,
— 7\$B) be a single column relation whose Vcdues, {< > ,<  l2,U2 >}
are the specified time intervals,
— Xs be the atomic and set-valued attributes in yY,
— A'i = { AI , As,  ■ ■ ■, Ak) be the triplet-valued and set triplet-valued attributes in X,
i.e., A", U X/.
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ENUM2 can then be defined cis,
R < X s J i { A j ) j 2 {As)·, ■ ■ ■ JkiAk) > T =  {5  0 ?/y 0 · · · 0 yk 0 $ 6 p 5 ')(s ' e R A t  G T A
$ = s [A^’J  A $b = ¿[$73] A yi = fi{{w\w = $z„ A 
($2: G s [Ai] V $z = s [Ai]) A 
[$z/, $2T„) n [$6/, $6„) ^  0}) 
for i = 1 ,2 ,···, k)}.
Here, fj ,■ ■ ■ ,fk are ciggregation functions. Eacli of these apply an aggregation operation 
on the values of its operand attribute in the specified interval to return a single value as 
its result. A rich set of aggregation functions has been provided to handle the various 
subtleties of time. These include:
MIN Returns the minimum of a set of values.
PMIN Returns the partial minimum of set of values depending on the duration
of validity of the values. In other words, values are adjusted by their 
validity period.
MAX Returns the maximum of a set of values.
PMAX Returns the partial maximum of set of values depending on the duration 
of validity of the values.
COUNT Returns the count of a set of values.
SUM Returns the sum of a set of values.
PSUM Returns a proportional sum adjusted by the duration of validity of the 
value. For exam])le if salary is an annual figure, PSUM will return half 
the salary for a value valid for six months.
AVG Returns the average of a set of values.
WAVG Returns the weighted average of a set of values, duration of each value 
serving as it weight.
FIRST : Returns the first of values in chronological order.
LAST : Returns the last of values in chronological order. ·
LEN : Returns the length of the time interval of a triplet.
Note that the aggregate formation of the temporal relational algebra is similar to the 
aggregate formation operation of ERAM. Aggregate functions listed above (apart from 
pjnax, pmin, psarn and wavy) can also be used in the aggregate formation operation of 
TRA.
Exam])le queries are given in Chapter b, Section 5.3 and the corresponding TRA 
expressions are provided in Appendix D.
Chapter 4
IM PLEM ENTATION OF THE  
TEM PO RAL DBM S
4.1 Im p lem en ta tio n  o f E R A M
In this section, we briefly summarize the implementation of ERAM [9]. The data dic­
tionary consists of two files, direct and users. The USERS relation contains information 
cibout all users who are allowed to access the database. The users file is just a text file, 
one line for each user. The direct file has a tree like structure and contains two system 
relations, RELATIONS relation and ATTRIBUTES relation.
The RELATIONS relation contains one tuple for each relation in the database. Some 
of the attributes of the RELATIONS relation are, Relation name, Tuple size. Owner-id, 
Keynol to KeynoG (at most six fields comprise the key), Number of tuples, and Atr-pointer 
(pointer to first page of ATTRIBUTES relation).
The ATTRIBUTES relation contains information about attributes arid their domains, 
one tuple for each attrilnite. Some of the attributes of the ATTRIBUTES relation are. At­
tribute name, Attribute number. Attribute type, (atomic or nested). Data type (character 
string, integer or real). Bucket size (for nested attributes), and Attribute size.
The dictionary is organized as a tree structure. At the top level (root), there is an 
entry for each database. The entry contains only the database nanie and a pointer to 
the beginning of the related RELATIONS relation (node). Each entry (tuple) in the 
RELATIONS relation represents a relation and has a pointer, called atr-pointer to the 
beginning of the related ATTRIBUTES relation (leaf node). When the DBMS is invoked 
for manipulating a database, the pointer to its RELATIONS relation is read into memory. 
When a relation is opened, first, the RELATIONS relation is searched for the desired tuple. 
If found, the system locates the ATTRIBUTES relation by following its atr-pointer.
19
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4.2  Im p lem en ta tio n  o f th e  T em poral D a ta b a se  M an ­
agem en t S ystem : T w o d ifferent ap p roaches
ERAM has successfully been used in several universities in the last five years. Therefore 
it is a proven system. At the same time, it provides a natural environment for the imple­
mentation of temporal dataf^ases since it supports nested relations. Our main intention is 
to implement the TRA on top of ERAM. This requires mapping the temiDoral attributes 
of a temporal relation to the corresponding attributes of ERAM. A conversion method 
is needed to translate the tri])let-valued and set-triplet valued attributes of a temporal 
relation to corresponding attributes of ERAM. This allows using the functionalities of 
EH,AM to model and to implement the 'PRA operations. Two alternatives are considered, 
which are:
(i) In this case, the triplet-valued attributes are converted into three different atomic at­
tributes, that is, < [/,u), 'u > become /, u and v. For the set-triplet valued attributes, we 
(.'.reate three set-valued atti'ibutes. This is exemplified l>y the following example where a 
set of triplets say attribute *$X, are broken into their components:
{< 1,2, a >, < 3,4, 6 >, < 5, (), c >}
i
_ :!A ________ Ml_______ *G
{1,3,.5} {2,4,6} {o,6,c}
Tlie lower bound values (/) of each tri])let in the set-triplet valued attribute cire com- 
l)ined into a single set-valued attribute. The same is the case for the upper bound (u) and 
the value (v) fields of each triplet. In other words, for each set-triplet valued attribute 
consisting of n triplets, we come up with three set-valued attributes each having n ele­
ments. It can be seen that each of the set-valued attributes has components which have 
the same type which is also requiroxl by ERAM. Now, these three attributes can easily be 
handled in ERAM to simulate a set-triplet valued attribute. However, the problem in this 
alternative is to maintain the order of the components in each set-valued attribute. Oth­
erwise it would be impossible to reconstruct the original triiDlets from these three separate 
attributes, furthermore, duplicates are not allowed in set-valued attributes. Duplicate 
values may appea.r when a set-ti’iplet valuc;d a.ttribute is broken into its components. This 
necessitates conversion of duplic;'..tes into unique values so that they can be safely manip­
ulated by ERAM.
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(ii) In the second alternative, the triplet-valued attribute are converted to a single atomic 
attribute of ERAM. That is, < \J,u),v > becomes luv, a single value, hence, a single 
attribute in ER.AM. For the set-trij)let valued attributes, each of its triplets is combined 
into one string, htv. As an example, {< 1,2, a > ,<  3,4,6 > ,<  5,6,c >}, becomes 12a, 
34b, 56c, a single set-valued attribute in ERAM.
It was noted that in ERAM, instances of a set-valued attribute are kept sorted and 
without duplicates. This would create a problem for method (i) above since duplicates 
may appear in the converted result. A solution to this problem would be to attach prefixes 
to the attribute components, to make them unique. But, this would lead to considerable 
computational complexity in ma.nipulci.ting and updating the prefixes in each relational 
opei’ation. Hence, the .second method, converting triplets into strings is preffered and is 
used in the implementation.
4.3 D ev e lo p in g  th e  ch osen  a ltern a tiv e
4.3.1 D ata  Form ats for T im e
We use the following data structure in representing a triplet:
lower bound (1) upper bound (u) value (v)
where the lower and upper bounds are represented as:
dd (5 bits) mm (4 bits) yy (7 bits)
A time point is rc])resented as ddrnmyy where dd refers to the cUiy, mm refers to the 
month, and yy stands for the year. Each of these are specified by only two digits. Hence, 
the lower and upper bounds are compressed into a total of four bytes. Thus, the system 
can accomodate 128 years where the time granularity is a day. The value of a triplet 
is concatenated to these four bytes to form the final string. When needed, they are 
uncompressed to their original form, in presenting the results and in implementing TRA 
operations.
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4.3.2 Im plem entation  of th e R elational C om m ands
The existing commands of ERAM have been modified to accommodate TRA operations. 
(Jlianges have been made to the system at appropriate places, either by modifying the 
code or writing new routines. Since ERAM is a large system involving about 10,000 lines 
oi C code, it was quite difficult to make modifications. Changes were required especially 
since many routines are used in several places. Additionally, as most of the operations 
involve writing relations to files and sorting them, care had to be taken to” uncompress 
the temporal attributes before the sorting procedure was carried out so that the required 
results could correctly be obtained. We now describe all the commands in detail. The 
details of the command syntax are given in Appendix A. More details on the temporal 
commands can l^ e found in Appendix 13, while details of the other commands are given 
in [9].
4.3.2.1 System  Level Operations
Information about eacli user has to lx.', entei'ed into the ui>cri: file by the su])eruser before 
the user can start using the database management system. The following are the three 
system level commands.
• CREATEDB : Creation of a database 
EXAMPLE : createdb emp
The invoker of this command automatically becomes the database administrator 
(DBA) of the database he/she creates and has the ability to create or destroy any 
relation in his/her database. The direct file, if it does not exist, is also automatically 
created by this command.
• DELETEDB : Removal of a database 
EXAMPLE ; deletedb emp
This command has to be invoked by the DBA. It destroys the database by removing 
all the relations, index files and references.
• TDBMS : Invocation of the DBMS 
EXAMPLE : tdbms emp
This comiricind logs the user to the named database. The system prompt, is 
seen if the user has access rights to the database. At this juncture, the dictionary is 
o]:>ened, variables are initialized and space is allocated. The user can then issue any 
of the relational commands (accept the system level commands) within the invoked 
database. To exit from the system, the user simply has to type a q at the prompt, 
thereby closing the system relations, deallocating spaice and returning control back 
to the Unix system.
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4.3.2.2 Relational Maintenance Commands
These coinmands are used for the creation, mciinteuance, and removal of relations from 
the active databcise.
• CREATE : Creation of a relation scheme
EXAMPLE : create employee(e:;^:=i2 ename:=cl5 department;=cl0s2 salary;=i2s2)
A relation scheme, employee, is created witli a,ttril)utes e^ /^ , ename, department, 
and salary, and ename are atomic attributes of 2 byte integer, and character 
string of size 15 resiKictively. ])c;partment and salary are set-triplet valued attributes 
(indicated by the s) of character string and 2-byte integer respectively. They both 
have a bucket size of 2. A nested attribute is specified in a similar manner as the 
set-triplet valued attribute except the s in the format of the latter is replaced by 
a 71. A triplet valued attribute is specified by appending a i to the format of an 
atomic attribute. Lhe data, types a.vailable For tli<i attrilnites are character strings 
(at most 2.55 cliara.cters), integers (2 or 4-bytc), and reals (8-byte).
• DESTROY : Removal of a relation 
EXAMPLE : destroy employee
The. DBA may destroy any relation in the database which he/she owns, while a user 
may destroy only the relations that he owns. The command causes the removal 
of the relation and primary index files from the Unix system and the tuple for the 
destroyed relation in the RELATIONS relation is marked as deleted.
• COPY : Move tuples between a file and a relation 
EXAMPLE ; copy employee() from /home/usr3/iqbal/data
copy employee(e^,ename) into home/usr3/iqbal/data
Each line in the Unix file correspond to a tuple in the relation. Attributes in the file 
are separated by a while instances of a nested attribute and set-triplet valued 
attrilm te ci.re separated by a Data in the file is checked for its format, unmatched 
data on data type or attribute type (atomic/nested) is sent to an error file. The 
instances ol set-valued and set-triplet valued attributes are kept sorted and without 
duplicates. Similarly, no duplicate tuples are allowed in a relation. Input tuples do 
not have to contain values of all attributes. Default mdl values are assigned to the 
attributes not specified. The default values are, the minimum possible values for a 
2-byte integer, a 4-byte integer and a real. A null character string is used for a data 
type of character string.
Triplet-valued attributes are specified in the file as a character string of 12 characters 
(4 characters are used for the da,y, month, and year of the lower and upper bounds) 
followed by the value component. For example, the triplet <[01,Jan 89, 01,June
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90), 32K> would be specified as, 01018901069032. Set-triplet valued attributes are 
specified similarly, as a set of triplets.
• APPEND : Appending new 1 tuples to a relation from a terminal 
EXAMPLE : append employee(e^:=122 ename:=”Ann”
department ; = { “010186111111 Sales” } 
salary:={“01018611111130”})
The input device for the append operation is a terminal. This command is similar 
to the copy from · ■ ■ command and is suitable when a small number of tuples have 
to be added to a relation. Attributes need not appear in order and as in the copy 
command, null values are assigned to the attributes which are not present. In 
this example, two triplets are specified. One of them is 01018611111lSales where 
010186 stands for the lower bound (.Jan 1st,1986), 111111 stands for the upper 
bound (now), and the value field is “Sales.” The time point now is represented as 
m i l l ,  differentiating it from the other time points. Ofcourse, in comparisons, the 
value of now is changed appropriately to stand for the largest time value. Instances 
of set-triplet valued attributes are these triplets separated by a
• D E LE TE ; Deletion of tuples
EXAMPLE : delete employee where ename=“Ann”
delete employee where departmentv= “Sales” (assuming employee has 
been unpacked on the department attribute. See the UNPACK 
command in the next section.)
Tuples are selected by specifying a set of conditions. Each condition is a set of ex­
pressions of the form atr-name comp-op atr-name/constant connected by the logical 
operators and or or. comp-op is a comparison operator.
Deletion can also be carried out by specifying any component of a triplet-valued 
attribute in the conditional expres.sion, i.e., atr-namei, atr-namcu·, or atr-namey. A 
set-triplet Vedued attrjljute has to be unpacked into the corresponding triplet-valued 
attribute before the deletion command can be applied to any of its components.
• UPDATE : Modification of attribute values
EXAMPLE : update employee (ename: = “Anne”) where e#=122
update employee (salaryv; = “35”) where departmentv= “Sales” 
(assuming employee has been unpacked on the department and salary 
attril)utes. See the UNPACK command in the next section.)
As was the case with the delete command, tuples are selected by specifying a set of 
conditions. Selection of tuples can also be done by specifying any component of a 
triplet-valued attribute in the conditional expression. Similarly, any component of 
the triplet-valued attribute can also be modified.
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• PRINT ; Printing a relation 
EXAMPLE : print employee
This command displays a relation or the result of an algebra expression on the 
terminal (default) or sends the output to the printer if the -1 option is specified. 






<  [ 0 1 /0 1 /8 6 ,noti)],30 >
{ <  [ 0 1 /0 1 /8 4 ,0 1 /0 1 /8 5 ) ,57ioe > , 
<  [0 1 /0 1 /8 5 ,noto],Toys > }
• SCPIEME : Printing relation schemes 
EXAMPLE : scheme emplo3'ee
This command prints the scheme of a single relation, a set of specified relations, or 
all the relations in the database (if the relation name is not specified). As was the 
case for the print command, the out^jut device may be a terminal or a line printer 
(in which case the -1 option has to be specified).
• RENAME : Modification of attribute names 
EXAMPLE : rename em])loyee(department:=dept)
' Attribute names can only be modified by the relation owner and the DBA.
4.3.2.3 Algebra Operations
Any algebra expression can be preceded by “rd-name:=” to store its result as a permanent 
relation, else the result is displayed on the terminal. The algebra operations available in 
ERAM are now described briefly. Details are given in [9]. Modiflcations for handling 
temporal attributes are pointed out where appropriate.
UNION : Union of two relations 
EX AM PLE : emi>l()yee union employoxU
UNION requires the two relations to be compatible, in that the corresponding at­
tributes in the two relations should have the same data type and nesting depth.
DIFFERENCE : Difference of two relations 
EXAMPLE : employee difference employee!
As was the case for the union command, the two relations have to be compatible. 
Tuples in the first rehition but not in the second are selected as the result.
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• CP ROD : Cartesian product of two relations 
EXAMPLE : employee cprod employeel
No index method is provided for this command. For each tuple in the first relation, 
all the tuples in the second relation are read sequentially. A $ is used to replace 
the first character in the second occurrence of the identical name, in case the two 
relations have any attribute name in common.
• PRQ.JEC'.r : Remove some attributes from a I’elation 
EXAMPLE : pi'oject ern])loyee on salaiy
This operation picks out values of the named attributes. Output tuples are sorted 
and without any duplicates.
• SELECT : Select tuples on specified condition
EXAMPLE : select Scilary from employee where departmentv = “Sales”
(assuming emi)loyee has I)een unpacked on the department attribute. 
See the UNPACK command.)
The select operation outputs those tuples which satisfy the desired conditions in 
the selection formula. For triplet-Vcilued attributes, we can specify the components 
of a triplet in the conditional expression (see the delete command in the previous 
section). In referencing these components, first the compressed string is decomposed 
into its components. Then, the condition is tested to determine whether the tuple 
qualifies or not. In addition, the set-theoretic conditions mentioned in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.2 have been appropriately modified to select desired triplets from a' set- 
triplet valued attribute.
• SETF Set formation
EXAMPLE : setf employee on ename
This command changes the specified atomic attribute to a nested attribute. If the 
specified attribute is nested, the input relation is returned unchanged.
• UNPACK ; Unpack a relation on an attribute 
EXAMPLE : unpack employee on salary
The output relation has the same set of attributes as the original relation, except 
that the specified attribute is changed to an atomic attribute if it was a nested 
attribute or a triplet-vidued attribute if it was a set-triplet valued attribute. Each 
tuple of the original relation is output as many times as the number of instances 
of the specified attribute. If the specified attribute is atomic, the input relation is 
returned unchanged.
• PACK : Pack tuples on an attribute
EXAMPLE : pack (unpack employee on salary) on salary
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The pack operation, when applied to attribute A of a relation R, collects the values 
in attribute A into ci single tuple component for tuples whose remaining attributes 
agree. II the specified attribute is atomic but not temporal, the resulting attribute is 
set-valued, else if the .specified attribute is atomic and temporal (i.e triplet-valued), 
the resulting attribute is set-triplet valued. In case of a set-valued attribute, pack 
operation combines the sets instead of creating another level of nesting.
• Ji < {X}J'a >■ Aggrcigate formation
EXAMPLE : employee<{e# department} sum(salary)>
Details of this command are given in Chapter 2, Section 2.2. The aggregation 
attributes have to be atomic. If the specified aggregation attribute is temporal (i.e 
triplet-valued), aggregation is applied on it’s value component. Moreover, if one of 
the grouping attributes is temporal, then exact equality of tuples has been used to 
group the tuples. Aggregate functions available are: min, max, sum, avg, count, 
median, first and last.
Aggregation-by-template, R < {X}{L"}//i > X, is similar to the aggregate forma­
tion command except it is based on grouping tuples of a relation while the aggregate 
formation is based on partitioning the tuples, i.e., groups may overlap.
• NJOIN : Natural join of two relations 
EXAMPLE : employee njoin employeel
This operation concatenates (not including the join attributes of the second relation) 
two tuples, which have the same value for the join attributes, and outputs the 
resulting tuple. If there are no attribute names in common, the cprod command 
is invoked. The N.JOIN operation has been modified for the join between triplet­
valued attributes and between set-triplet valued attributes. These attributes are 
first uncompressed into their original strings, written to a file with the other join 
attributes, checked for equality and finally compressed and stored in a new relation 
if a match is found.
4.3.2.4 Temporal Algebra Operations
New code has been written for the temporal algebra operations to handle the presence of 
new attribute types involving the time dimension. These operations have been introduced 
to manipulate temporal relations by converting one type of attribute to another or forming 
slices of relations.
T-DEC : Decomposes a triplet-valued attribute 
EXAMPLE ; tdec (unpack employee on salary) on salary
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J?-DEC breaks a triplet··valued attribute into its lower bound, upper bound and value 
components forming two additional attributes. An attribute value is first decoded 
into its components and then each is assigned to its corresponding attribute.
• T-FORM ; Formation of a triplet-valued attribute
EXAMPLE : tform (tdec (unpack employee on salary) on salary) on salary/ 
salary« saLuyw
T-FORM forms cl. triplet-valued attribute from the three attributes, salary/, salary« 
and salary« which correspond to the lowei' bound, upper bound, and the data value 
component of the formed ti iplet.
• SLICE : Slices the time component of an attribute
EXAMPLE : slice (unpack (unpack employee on department) on salary) department 
by salary
This operation essentially forms a subset of a relation along the time dimension, 
in that it checks for the intersection of the time components of two triplet-valued 
attributes. In the aliove example, if the time intervals of department and salary 
overlap, the intersection time is assigned to the time component of department. 
The compressed values of attributes, department and salary are first decoded (after 
they are unpacked). Then the intersection of their time intervals is calculated. The 
new value of attribute department is formed and compressed.
• US LICE : Union slices the time component of an attribute 
EXAMPLE : uslice (unpcick (unpack employee on department) on salary)
department by salary
This operation is simiLir to slice, except the union of the time intervals of depart­
ment and salary is assigned to the time component of department. As explained 
in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3, department becomes a set-triplet valued attribute after 
this operation.
• DSL ICE : Difference slices the time component of an cittribute 
EXAMPLE : dslice (unpack (unpack employee on department) on salary)
department by salary
Tliis operation is similar to slice, cxcej)t the dijfere7ice of the time intervals of de- 
|.)artment and salary is cissigned to the time component of department. As explained 
in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3, department becomes a set-triplet valued attribute after 
this operation.
• DROP TIME : Drops the time component of an attribute 
EXAMPLE : droptime emi)loyee on department
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DROPTIME gets rid of the time component of a temporal attribute, converting it to 
its snapshot counterpart. In the above example, department becomes a set-valued 
attribute after the operation.
• ENUMI : Returns attribute values at specified time points
EXAMPLE : enuml employee<{e#} {department salary}> {“010485” “010190”)
ENUMl returns the values of designated attributes at specified time points. In the 
cibove example, for each of the specified time points, each tuple of the employee 
relation is retrieved. The tri|)lets of the de]rartment and salary attributes are ex­
amined in turn for intersection with the specified time point. If an intersection is 
found, the data values of e^ , department, and salary are retrieved. The algorithm 
for implementing ENUMl is given in Figure 4.1.
• ENUM2 : Returns aggregated attribute values at specified time intervals 
EXAMPLE ; enurn2 empIoyee<{e.^:} first(department) psum(salary)>
{“010185010186” “010190010191”)
In this version of the enumeration operation, an aggregation function is applied on 
the values of its operand attribute in the specified interval to return a single value as 
its result. In the above example, for each of the specified time intervals, the triplets 
of the deiiartment and sahiry attributes are examined in turn for intersection. If 
an intersection is found, the first department in chronological order from the set 
of values that qualified is selected, and a partial sum on the set of qualified salary 
values is performed. The algorithm for implementing ENUMl is given in Figure 4.2.
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Procedure Euuml(/E < X,,,Xt > T)
begin /* Enurnl '*7
Retrieve all tuples of T in ascending order 
for each tuple r of R. do
for each attribute X{ in r[Xi] do /* for each temporal attribute */
for each triplet $a: in '¡'[Xi] and t in T in chronological order do
/* wliere t is a time point iri T */ 
if < /. < then /* check for intersection '*/





Assemble a result tuple and out])ut it 
end
end /* Enum '''/
Figure 4.1: Algorithm for ENUMl
Procedure Enum2(R < A 7,/i(/li), · ■ · ,/^ ,.(/4^ ,.) > T)
begin /* Enum2 *'/
Retrieve all tuples of T in ascending order 
for each tuple r of R do
for each attribute Xi in r[Xi\ do /* for each temporal attribute */
Initialize a structure with /,(0)
for each triplet $a; in 7'[AT,·] and $/, in 7 'in chronological order do
/* where is a time interval in T */ 






Assemble a result tuple and output it 
end
end I* Enum2
Figure 4.2: Algorithm for ENUM2
Chapter 5
PER FO R M A N C E EVALUATION  
OF TD BM S
5.1 In tro d u ctio n
Considering the wide Vcudety of temporal queries, large volume of historical data and 
ivocess methods, performance of temporal queries becomes a critical issue. However, this 
issue, lias not received miieli a.Ueiition over the pa.st decade, lu [2], Aim and Snodgrass, 
run a benchmark set of queries to study the performance of their prototype system on 
four tyjies of databases: static, rollback, historical and temporcil. Furthermore, they 
follow the analytic approach by proposiirg a model which analyses the input and. output 
cost of temporal queries on various access methods [3]. However, obtaining useful results 
from an analytic approach is difficult because the actual cost depends on the particular 
imiilementation of the TDBMS. In contrast, we follow an empirical approach and measure 
the actual performance of representative temporal ciueries on our system. We believe 
the results will provide useful insight into the performance of historical databases using 
attribute time-stamping, as well as design of such databases.
Our aim is to measure the i)erformance of our system using different queries in terms 
of processing time. (Jpu-time for each query is collected and calculated by using the UNIX 
system call, clock. We have chosen a set of sample queries with varying characteristics, 
comparison between atomic attributes, atomic and triplet-valued attributes and triplet­
valued and triplet-valued attributes. A list of these queries is provided in Section 5.3. 
These queries are executed against the following database types:
• H istorical — H: TDBMS (A historical database)
• Snapshot — S: Conventional database carrying current data
31
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• S n ap sh o t/N ested  — S /N : Database which involves set-valued attributes
To insure consistency, these three types of databases contain the same data. The 
historical database contains past and present data whereas the snapshot database includes 
only the current data. The snapshot/nested database is created by discarding the time 
reference of the historical data. We formulated the sample queries by considering the 
semantics of these databases. To develop a comprehensive idea on the performance of 
different database types, we make the following comparisons:
• H:S — gives an idea on how much performance degradation occurs in moving from 
snapshot to historical databases.
• H :S /N  — gives a measure of the overhead introduced by adding time to databases 
having relations which sup])ort set-valued attributes.
• S :S /N  — reflects the performance change in moving from snapshot databases to 
databases which sui)port set-valued attriljut(,is.
5.2 G en era tio n  o f  D a ta
5.2.1 D atabase Schem a
A test database, called, eval has been created for the evaluation of the database types 
mentioned in the previous section. It consists of four relations, namely, Emp^ Dept, Proj 
and Assigned. These relations are:
(a) Emp(ssno, name, address, *$salary, *$skills, '*'$dname, *$manager)
(b) Dept(dno, dname, *$budget, *$manager)
(c) Proj(pno, pname, *$budget)
(d) Assigned(ssno, pno, *$type of work, *$rating)
In tlie above schemas, a *$ indicates that the attribute is set-triplet valued, representing 
historical data. The rest of the attributes are atomic. The Assigned relation shows 
employees and the projects they are assigned to. Attribute type of work denotes the 
different types of work carried out by the employee. For each assignment, the employee 
gets a rating, say, 0—100 for difl'erent periods of time. This is represented by the attribute 
rating. The rest of the relations and their attributes cire self-explanatory. We use number
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of tuples in a relation and the number of triplets in a set-triplet valued attribute as 
parameters of this database.
5.2.2 P opulation  of D ata
Each of the relations mentioned in the previous section, is populated with data generated 
randomly from an uniform distribution. The random function, drand^SQ which returns 
non-negative double-precision floating-point values uniforml}^ distributed over the interval 
[0.0, 1.0), is used to generate random data. The random number is then converted to an 
attribute value. The range of the attribute values is listed in Figure 5.1. The randomly 
created data is first written to text files from which it is copied to the respective relations 
using the copy from · · · command as shown in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2.2. In the files, 
each line denotes a tuple. For every tuple, ecich attribute value is separated by a 
while each instance of a set-triplet valued attribute is separated by a
Attribute Relation Value Range Time Range
ssno Emp 1-500 —
name Emp E1-E500 —
address Em].) A1-A500 —
salary Emp 50K-120K 01/01/70—noro
skills Em]:) Sl-S lO 01/01/70—now
dname Emp D1-D20 01/01/70—now
manager Emp M1-M20 01/01/70—noiu
dno Dept 1-20 —
dname Dept D1-D20 —
budget Dept 5000K-6000K 01/01/70—now
manager Dept M1-M20 01/01/70—now
pno Proj 1-50 —
pname Proj P1-P50 —
budget Proj 5000K-6000K 01/01/70—now
ssno Assigned 1-500 —
pno Assigned 1-50 —
type Assigned W l-W lO 01/01/70—now
rating Assigned 0-100 01/01/70-now
Figure 5.1: Attribute Ranges.
For the sake of convenience, two assumptions have been made while creating the 
historical data:
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(1) All the tuples of a. relation are homogeneous, i.e each set-triplet valued attribute 
of a tuple, has the same starting and ending times. Note that TDBMS supports non- 
homogeneous tuples. However, we do not expect that this resti’iction will liave any adverse 
affects on the performance results.
(2) The instances of each set-triplet valued attribute are continuous, i.e we assume no 
null values in the tuples of relations.
For the set-triplet valued attributes, the time components of the temporal atoms are 
generated in an increasing manner from a uniform distribution. The major problem 
encountered in the generation of data was resolving the referential integrity between the 
Emp and Dept relations. While generating the department and manager values for each 
employee in the Emp relation, care should be taken that these values match with the 
conesponding ones in the Dept relation. For the snapshot database, this is not difficult to 
check. Once the Dept relation has been created, for each tuple of the Emp relation, when 
the department value is generated, the corresponding manager value is retrieved by going 
through the Dept relation and fetching the manager value for the respective department. 
Note that we consider manager of an employee and the manager of the department for 
which the employee works to be the same. However, resolving the referential integrity 
in the historical database is not that trivial. The algorithm used to generate data for 
the Emp relation is given in Figure 5.2. The algorithms used to generate the rest of the 
relations are similar and aixi not included here.
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Proceclure Rand-Emp(t ,b)
n /* Rand-Emp /
for the number of tuples t do
Randomly genera.te the ssno  ^ narne^  a.nd address vabies 
for the number of instances b do
Randomly generate the salary and skills values 
for the number of instances b do
Randomly generate the time component and value of dname 
Let the start time be to
Search the Dept file for the corresponding dname value 
if found then
Let the start time of the manager attr. in Dept be Zq 
if to > ¿0 then
for each intersecting triplet do
Form a new triplet for the manager attr. of the Emp file 
go to St 1 
else
Randomly generate a new dname value 





Figure 5.2: Algorithm for rcindomly generating data for the Emp relation
5.3 Q ueries
The list of example queries used for the performance evaluation is given below. Each query 
is executed against diiferent database types. S and S /N  represent snapshot and snap- 
shot/nested databases respectively. H e, H h and H r. stand for the historical database. 
H e  query types use the current data values, whereas H h , use the entire history to select 
qualifying values. H r  query types are used in the aggregation queries to select values 
valid for a certain period of time.
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Ql.O Poin t Q uery
S What is the salary of employee 1?
S /N  What are the salary values of employee 1? 
H e  What is the cui'i’cnit sa.la,ry of em|:)loye(i 1?
H h What is the salary liistory of employee 1?
Q l . l  Poin t Q uery
Q1.2
Same as Ql.O, except employee is 250. 
Poin t Quei’y

















What are tlie E//s ol 
What are the E #s ol 
What are the E#s ol
employees who make more than 60K?
employees any value of whose salary is more than 60K?
employees currently making more than 60K?
What are the E #s of employees who make more than 60K in their salary history? 
R ange Q uery
What are the E ^s of employees who nicike between 50K and 70K?
What are the E#s of employees any value of whose salary is between 50K and 
70K?
What are the E#s of employees currently making between 50K and 70K?
What are the E ^s of employees who make between 50K and 70K in their salary 
history?
Jo in  betw een two A tom ic a ttr ib u te s
What is the budget of 7, and what are the E#s and types of work of the 
employees <issigned to it?
What are the budget values of P ^  7, and what are the E ^s and types of work 
values of the employees assigned to it?
What is the current budget of P ^  7, and are what the E ^s and current types 
of work of the employees assigned to it?
Wliat is tlie budget history of P // 7, and what are tlie E#s and histories of the 
tyjxis of work of the employees assigned to it?
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Q5 Join between two Atomic attributes
S What are the E^^s of employees who worked in project name P # l?
H h What are the E^^s of employees who worked in project name P # l?
S /N  What are the E ^s of (.'.mployees who worked in project name P?^!?
Q6 Join between two Atomic attributes
S What is the type of work done by employees whose salary is 60K?
S /N  What is the set of typoi of work done by employees any of whose salary is
60K?
H e  What is the type of current done by employees whose current salary is 60K?
H h What is the history of type of work done by employees who made 60K at
any time?
Q7 Join between two Atomic attributes
S What is the type of work done by employees whose salary is > 60K?
S /N  What is the set of type of work done by employees any of whose salary is
> 60K?
H e  What is the type of current done by employees whose current salary is >
60K?
H h What is the history of type of work done by employees who made > 60K 
a,t any time?
Q8 Join between two set-triplet attributes
S What are the and P ^s of the dei)artments and ])i'ojects which have
the same budget?
S /N  What are the D^s and P #s of the departments and projects which have 
the same budget values?
H e  What are the T)^s and P#s of the departments and projects whose current 
budget is the same?
H h What are the D#s and P #s of the departments and projects which have 
the same budget values at the same time?
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Q9 Jo in  betw een two se t-tr ip le t a ttr ib u te s
S What is the budget of the department for which Et^ 123 is working?
S /N  What are the budget values of any department for which E#123 is working?
H e  What is the current budget of the departments for which E^123 is currently
working?
H h What is the budget history of the departments for which E^123 worked at 
any time?
QIO Selection on a se t-tr ip le t a ttr . ,  retrieval from  ano ther se t-trip le t a ttr.
S What are the salaries of employees working in Dt^ 7?
S /N  What were the salary vidues of employees when they were working in D^7?
H e What are the current sahiries of employees currently working in D^7?
H h What were the salaries of employees when they were working in D^7?
Q l l  A ggregation (1)
S What was the average salary of employees in each department?
S /N  What was the average salary of em])loyees in each department?
H e  What is the current average salary of employees currently working in
each depcU'tment?
H h What was the average salary of employees in each department?
H r What was the average salary of employees in each department for the years
1985 and 1986?
Q12 A ggregation (2)
S What are the number of projects ecich employee has been assigned to?
S /N  What are the number of projects each employee has been assigned to?
H h What are the number of projects each employee has been assigned to?






Which department has the maximum budget?
Which department has the maximum budget?
Which department has currently the maximum budget?
Which department hcis the maximum budget?
Which department had the maximum budget in 1985 and 1986?
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Q14 A ggregation (4)
S What was the average rating of Ccich employee for the projects he was
assigned to?
S /N  What was the average rating of each employee for the projects he was 
assigned to?
H e  What was the current ci.verage rating of each employee for the projects he was 
assigned to?
Hj-I What was the average rating of each emi)loyee for the projects he was 
assigned to?
Hr What was the average rating of each employee for the projects he was 
assigned to in 1985 and 1986?
Q15 A ggregation (5)
S What was the highest salary earned by each employee?
S /N  What was the highest salary earned by each employee?
H h What was the highest salary earned by each employee?
5.4 D a ta b a se  P aram eters
The sample queries given in Section 5.3 are run under TDBMS against snapshot, snap- 
shot/nested and historical databases. These databases have been generated in TDBMS. 
We perform our experiments by changing the relation size and number of triplets in set- 
triplet valued attributes as follows:
• Parameter set A
The relations in this set ha,ve the following sizes:
Emp — 500 tuples 
Dept — 20 tuples 
Proj — 50 tuples 
Assigned — 2000 tuples
To see the effect of the amount of history on the performance of different databases, 
the sample queries are run against S, S /N , H e  and H h databases with the above 
number of tuples. We consider 3 cases with varying amounts of historical data. 
Number of triplets in a set-triplet valued attribute indicates the volume of historical 
data.
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A l. 10 
A2. 5
A3. Some 5, .some 10
In case A l, a. .scl,-(;ri|)lei valued atiribute contains 10 triplet.s wlierea.s in case A2, 
it contains 5 triplets. Thus, the former represents a database which carries a longer 
liistory and the la,tter repr<iS(^ nts a. shorter history. Nnmlier of triplets in a. set-triplet 
valued attribute also gives an indication of how fast the vcilues of an attribute change. 
bUr case A3, the aim is to see the i)erfonnance variation which results in queries 
which involve a. join between two set-triplet valued attributes, when one of the set- 
triplet attributes biis 5 instances and the other 10 instances. The relations and the 
number of instances in the set-triplet a.ttril>ut(is a.re given below.
Emp(ssno, name, address, *$Scdary(5), *$skills(10), *$dnam'e(10), *$manager(10)) 
Dept(dno, dname, *$budge.t(5), *$manager(10))
Proj(pno, pname, *$budget(10))
Assigned(ssno, pno, *$type of work(5), *$rating(10))
Processing times of the sam|)le queries for runs A l, A2 and A3 are given in Table 5.1 
respectively.
Parameter set B
In this case, the same runs are repeated with a different database size where the 
number of tuples of Emp and Assigned have been reduced by half. Relations Dept 
and Pnoj remain the same as they ¿ire relatively small relations. This run gives 
an idea on how the j^erformance of the different databases vary with the sizes of 
relations. The relations in this run have the following sizes:
Emp — 250 tuples 
Dept — 20 tuples 
Pro] — 50 tupl('.s 
Assigned — 1000 tuples
The sample queries arc run against S, S /N , H e  and H h on the above number of 
tuples with the set-triplet valued attributes having the number of instances given in 
parameter set A. Processing times of the sample queries for runs B l, B2 and B3 
are given in Table 5.2 respectively.
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Q S S/N H e Hh Hit
1.0 0.38 0.65 2.45 0.92 -
1.1 0.46 0.63 2.43 0.85 -
1.2 0.33 0.68 2.43 0.82 -
2 0.60 19..55 2.57 78.20 -
3 0.41 19.03 2.53 82.25 -
4 3.61 2.42 3.28 3.68 -
5 3.54 2.23 - 2.52 -
6 3.14 21.02 9.77 81.20 -
7 3.48 25.98 10.30 98.96 -
8 1.07 0.87 1..52 0.88 -
9 1.43 18.85 3.90 83.65 --
10 0.48 1.20 3.52 78.60 -
11 0.65 182.43 3.70 7 ?
12 1.17 1.23 - 1.57 -
13 0.32 1.38 0.57 1.45 1.60
14 1.63 32.63 7.35 123.30 133.71
15 0.71 20.37 - 83.00 -
A I
Q S S/N H e Hh Hr
1.0 0.27 0.53 1.64 0.60 -
1.1 0.33 0.45 1.64 0.60 -
1.2 0.37 0.53 1.58 0.62 -
2 0.38 6.20 1.78 18.93 -
3 0.37 6.12 1.40 19.68 -
4 2.60 2.07 2.58 2.33' -
5 2.70 1.93 - 2.17 -
6 2.33 8.02 6.32 21.88 -
7 2.30 10.52 7.03 30.07 -
8 0.80 0.82 1.45 0.90 -
9 1.08 6.57 2.58 22.23 -
10 0.32 5.83 2.15 19.33 -
11 0.47 30.67 2.25 101.12 107.48
12 0.70 1.03 - 1.03 -
13 0.25 0.55 0.55 0.80 0.97
14 1.02 12.00 4.63 26.79 39.63
15 0.53 6.17 - 19.95 -
A2
Q S S/N H e H h Hr
1.0 0.28 0.72 1.90 0.87 -  ■
1.1 0.33 0.58 1.77 0.82 -
1.2 0.37 0.60 1.82 0.82 -
2 0.45 9.40 2.05 37.13 -
3 0.37 9.37 1.93 37.57 -
4 2.68 2.22 2.85 2.73 -
5 2.57 2.10 - 2.32 -
6 2.27 11.43 7.27 39.70 -
7 2.38 14.18 7.50 48.90 -
8 0.73 0.78 1.60 0.95 -
9 1.07 16.17 3.47 66.68 -
10 0.32 16.23 2.95 61.83 -
11 0.43 85.06 3.05 ? ?
12 0.78 1.10 - 1.40 -
13 0.28 0.62 0.60 0.80 0.88
14 1.00 23.77 7.12 79.18 90.88
15 0.53 9.93 - 46.06 -
A3
Table 5.1: Processing times (in seconds) for run A
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Q S S/N H e Hh Hr
1.0 0.3 0.45 1.52 0.5 -
1.1 0.27 0.48 1.45 0.57 -
1.2 0.32 0.45 1.38 0.5
2 0.35 9.97 1..53 39.83 -
3 0.32 9.85 1.50 39.90 -
4 1.60 1.77 2.13 1.98 “
5 1.77 1.73 - 1.77 -
6 1.28 11..36 5.62 41.29 -
7 1.21 12.27 5.92 45.58 -
8 0.82 0.88 1..57 0.95 -
9 1.03 10.20 2.52 42.50 -
10 0.27 9.62 2.00 38.80 -
11 0.33 91.93 2.10 ? ?
12 0.60 0.78 - 1.0 -
13 0.27 0.82 0.67 1.38 1.60
14 0.67 16..53 3.83 59.63 64.67
15 0.43 10.18 - 40.75 -
B i
Q S S/N H e Hh Hr
1.0 0.28 0.40 1.15 0.43 -
1.1 0.27 0.42 1.05 0.42 -
1.2 0.27 0.37 1.05 0.42 -
2 0.38 3.22 1.23 9.83 -
3 0.31 3.22 1.07 9.85 -
4 1.72 1.67 1.87 1.78 -
5 1.70 1.57 - 1.53 -
6 1.32 4.60 3.85 11.26 -
7 1.40 5.00 4.23 13.53 -
8 0.73 0.76 1.51 0.72 -
9 1.03 3.85 2.15 11.88 -
10 0.27 3.15 1.36 9.97 -
11 0.38 15.50 1.40 51.28 54.33
12 0.52 0.73 - 0.72 -
13 0.28 0.67 0.57 0.88 0.98
14 0.71 6.17 2.72 16.37 19.88
15 0.40 3..35 - 10.18 -
B2
Q S S/N H e Hh Hr
1.0 0.23 0.42 1.13 0.55 -
1.1 0.27 0.45 1.20 0.52 -
1.2 0.28 0.42 1.15 0.55 -
2 0.32 4.73 1.20 16.45 -
3 0.33 4.78 1.20 16.87 -
4 1.67 1.68 2.08 1.87 -
5 1.65 1.50 - 1.65 -
6 1.35 6.03 4.20 18.22 -
7 1.33 6.85 4.43 20.58 -
8 0.80 0.83 1.47 0.95 . -
9 1.00 8.20 2.60 33.20 -
10 0.25 7.58 1.72 29.55 -
11 0.37 40.47 1.80 ? ?
12 0.48 0.77 - 0.83 -
13 0.27 0.62 0.60 0.80 0.93
14 0.75 11.77 3.92 33.87 39.67
15 0.40 4.95 - 16.95 -
B3
Table 5.2: Processing times (in seconds) for run B
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5.5 E x p er im en ts  and R esu lts
5.5.1 Com parison of D ifferent D atabase T ypes
All experiments are based on runs A and B given in Section 5.4, and sample queries listed 
in Section 5.3
E xperim en t 1: Comparison of S — H e
The graphs in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show how the performance degrades in mov­
ing from snapshot to historical databases for the sample queries. In moving from graph 
S A l—H cA l to graphs SA2—HcA2 and SA3—HcA3 of Figure 5.3, we see that decreas­
ing the amount of history kept, decreases tlie performance degi'adation. The same is the 
case in Figure 5.4. The queries in Figure 5.4 have better processing times than those in 
Figure 5.3 since the Ernp and Assigned relations have half the number of tuples. Further­
more, cis a rough observation, the graphs in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show a consistent 
difference between the processing times of snapshot and current queries. Naturally, there 
are slight variations for the same query in different database types.
E xperim en t 2: Comparison of H e  ~ H h
The aim of this experiment is to show how the performance varies in executing the 
sample queries on current values as compared to executing them on the entire history of 
the values.
As seen from the graphs in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, the processing time of each 
([uery for H h is considei'al)ly greater than that for He· This is because for the H h 
type queries, we first unpack set-triplet attributes of the concerned relations and then 
fetch the valid attribute values. In contrast, for the H e type queries, we use the Enuml 
o])eration to select the current attribute value of the set-triplet attribute instead of using 
the unpack operation and then selecting the current value. As expected, reducing the size 
of the Ernp and Assigned relations, in Figure 5.6, gives better performance results. For 
Q9, which involves a join between two set-triplet valued attributes, we see that for the 
H h query, the performance improves when the amount of history in one of the set-triplet 
valued attribute is reduced. This is seen in moving from graph H c A l—H h A l to graph 
H cA 3—HhA 3 of Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6.
E xperim en t 3: Comparison of S /N  — H h
This experiment gives a measure of the overhead introduced by adding time to databases 
liaving relations which support set-valued attributes. As seen from Figure 5.7 and Fig­
ure 5.8, the processing time of each query for H h is greater than that for S /N . This is 
due to the time involved in compressing the temporal attributes while storing them in
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the .system, and uncompressing tiiem wlien executing temporal algebra expres.sions. The 
reasoning for the processing time of Q9 when moving from S /N A l—H h A l to graph 
S /N A 3 —H hA 3 of Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 in Experiment 2 holds here as well.






Figure 5..'!: Experiment 1 — Run A
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Figure 5.4; Experiment 1 — Run В
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5.5.2 Com parison of D atabases on Varying th e Size o f H isto­
ries
In this section, we compare the j^erfonruuice ol 
data.base types S /N , H e  <>.nd Hpj by varying the
tlie Scimple queries on the individual 
amount of history.
E xperim en t 4: S /N
The graphs in Figure 5.9 show tliat the j^erformance varies considerably for all queries 
when the size of the snapshot-nested database is changed. As expected, reducing the size 
of the database improves the j)rocessing time of the queries as .seen in graphs S /N A  and 
S /N B . In moving from graph S /N A  to S /N B , wv. sec that relations with a smaller size, 
as expected have better performance times.
E xperim en t 5: H e
Althougli l'cduciDg the a.mouiit of history improves the proceersiug time of the sample 
queries, as seen in graphs HcA and HcB of Figure 5.10, the variation in the performance 
is not as large as that in S /N  a.nd Hn· d'his is diu'. to using the I'/numI o])cra.tion to select 
the current values from the set-tri])let valued attribute iis opposed to using the unpack 
operation and then selecting the current values from the set-triplet valued attribute. 
Similar to Experiment 4, relations with a. smaller size ha.ve better ])erformance times.
E xperim en t 6: H h
.Similar to Experiment 4, processing time of the queries reduces considerably, when 
the amount of history decreases as seen in graphs H hA  and HhB of Figure 5.11. Q l l  
could not be executed for runs A and B, since the; mipackmg of the Einp resulted in very 
large relations. Similar to Experiment 4 and 5, reducing the size of the relations gives 
better performance times. Furthermore, tlie variation in performance of queries in this 
case is much higlier than that of Experiments 4 and 5. This is partly due to the size of 
intermediate relations ci'eated during query processing.



















Figure 5.9: Experiment 4: S /N  — Runs A and B
























Eigure 5. 10: h'/Xperiment 5; H e  Runs A  cincl B







Figure 5.11: Experiment 6: H h — Runs A and B
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this work, we describe the im])leinentation of the temporal relational database man­
agement system (TDBMS) on top of an existing relational database management sys­
tem (ERAM) [9]. ERAM provides a natural environment for the implementation of the 
methodology introduced for incorporating time dimension into the relational model as 
proposed in [31].
The implemented system sup|K)rts a time, granularity of days and a.llows different types 
of attributes to coexist: atomic values, triplets and their sets, and handles historical data 
in a convenient way. TDBMS consists of revised versions of the basic set of operations of 
the extended relational algel)ra, and new operations which convert one attribute type to 
another and do selection over the time dimension.
Moreover, a statistical interface has been added to TDBMS. This interface includes 
aggregate functions and transformations of data into tabular forms suitable for advanced 
statistical analysis. The onumcraiion operation, which derives a table of uniform data for 
a set of specified time ]>oints or intervals, from a three dimensiona.1 historical relation is 
also included in the interface.
A performance evaluation of the system has been carried out on different types of 
databases. Sample queries have Ijeen run against snapshot databases, historical databases 
and databases that allow set-valued attributes. Performance degradation in moving from 
snapshot to historical databases has occurred. In addition, the overhead introduced by 
cidding time to databases which allow set-valued attributes was also noticed. The absence 
of a time index and appropriate access paths account for the performance variation.
This prototype is the first imjilementation where attribute time stamping is used. It 
will be useful in testing the theory developed for temporal databases. It will also form the 
foundation for future implementation of temporal query languages, i.e HQUEL [33], TBE 
[34], temporal query optimization, performance evaluation of alternative models, etc.
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Further research should be carried out for the addition of a time index to improve 
processing of certain class of temporal queries. Other database functions such as concur­
rency control, crash recovery, etc., are also among the topics that could be incorporated to 
the prototype implemented. Problems created by historical databases in handling these 
functions also deserve further investigation.
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A ppendix A
CO M M AND SYNTAX
Some conventions used for the S3mtax are as follows:
(a) Bold-faced words/symbols are reserved keywords.
(b) Words which are in regular font are generic types which must be supplied by the user.
(c) Square brackets, [], indicate that the enclosed item is optional.
(d) Curly brackets, {}, indicate a repetition of the enclosed item.
(e) A slash, /, indicates an alternation.
Either blanks or commas can be used as delimiters for items in the input command stream.
• CREATEDB : createdb  dbname
• DELETEDB : dele tedb  dbname
• TDBMS : tdbm s dbname
• CREATE : create  rel-name (atr-name := format {atr-name :=
[Key = atr-no {citr-no}]
format})
• BESTR.QY : destroy  rel-name {rel-name)
• COPY : copy rel-name ({atr-name}) from /in to  file-name
• APPEND : append  rel-name (atr-name := value {atr-name := value})
• DELETE : delete rel-name where cond-exp
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UPDATE : u p d a te  rel-name (atr-name := value {atr-name ;= value}) 
w here concl-exp
PRINT : p rin t [-I] (I'el-name/alg-exp)
SCHEME : schem e [-1] {rel-name}
RENAME : renam e rel-name ({a.tr-name := new-atr-name})
UNION : (rel-narne/alg-exi)) union (rel-narne/alg-exp)
DIFI'  ^ : (rel-name/alg-exp) diff (rel-name/alg-exp)
CP ROD : (rel-name/alg-exp) cprod (rel-name/alg-exp)
PROJECT : p ro jec t (rel-uame/alg-exp) on atr-name {atr-name} 
SELECT : select {atr-name} from (rel-name/alg-exp) w here cond-exp 
NJOIN : (rel-name/alg-exp) njoin (rel-name/alg-exp)
UNPACK : unpack (rel-name/alg-exp) on atr-name 
PACK ; pack (rel-name/alg-exp) on atr-name 
TDEC : tdec rel-name on atr-name
TFORM : tform  rel-name on atr-name atr-name atr-name 
SLICE : slice rel-name atr-name by atr-name 
USLICE ; uslice rel-name atr-name by atr-name
DSLICE ; dslice rel-name atr-name by atr-name
DROPTIME : d rop tim e rel -name on atr-name
AGGREGATE FORMATION : (rel-name/alg-exp) < {X} aggrf ( atr-name ) >
ENUMERATION 1 : enurn l (rel-name/alg-exp) <{Xi} {X 2 ] > { ^}
ENUMERATION 2 : enurn2 (rel-name/alg-exp) < {A"^} {aggrf(atr-name)} > {T}
A ppendix B
U SER  M ANUAL FOR THE  
TEM PO RAL COM M ANDS
This is the user manual for the temporal commands in TDBMS. Details for the rest of the 
commands can be found in [9]. Each command in the manual has the following format:
N A M E section: Gives the comnicind name.
SYNTAX section: We use the syntax conventions described in Appendix A.
D E S C R IP T IO N  section: This section gives a detailed description of the command. 
Requirements and the use of the command are outlined.
EX A M PLE section: Tins section gives one or more examples to illustrate the command 
and its uses. The examples are based on the relations given in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1.
The commands, createdb  ^ deletedb, listdb and tdbms are executed from Unix. The other 
commands are executed from inside the TDBMS system. Before issuing any commands, 
the user must be entered into the users file by the superuser. This will give the user 
authorization to access the system and crecite databcises.
To start using the system type tdbms followed by a database name. The system will 
prompt a @ waiting for input. After typing a command, press return to execute the 
command. An appropriate error message is printed in case of a syntax or semantic error. 
The help command will print the related manual section of a command. To exit from the 
system, all you have to do is type q.
An alternative way to supply commands to the system is to provide an input text file 
which contains a .series of commands. This can be done be tdbms dbname < inputfile >
()2
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outjnitjile. The command are read from inputfile and t,he output directed to outputfile.
Any command can be preceded by a “rel-name :=” in order to store the output to a 
permenant relation. Otlierwise, the defaidt output device is the console. Generic names 
like relation names, attribute names cannot exceed 8 characters. Extra characters are 
truncated silently.
Finally, an output relation can be printed on the terminal, line printer or stored as a 
permanent relation.
The following is a description ol all the temporal commands in the system:
• N A M E : A G G R EG A TE FO R M A TIO N  
SY NTAX : (rel-name/alg-ex])) < {X} aggrf ( atr-name ) > 
D E S C R IP T IO N  .
This command applies an aggregate function to tuples of each partition.The in­
put relation can be either an existing relation, rel-name or the output of another 
extended relational algebra expression, alg-exp. Aggrf represents one of the aggre­
gate functions - sum, avg, max, min, count and median. In addition, the functions 
first and last are included for temporal attributes. A is a set of attribute names. 
A tr-name is the name of an atomic attribute on which the aggrf is applied. The ag­
gregate formation operator first paxtitions tuples of the relation rel-name such that 
tu])les having the same A"" component are in the same partition. Then the aggregate 
function aggrf is applied to the component atr-name of tuples in each partition. The 
A-valued and associated value produced by the aggregate function are the output 
for each partition.
E X A M PL E  :
/* Find the total salary of employees in each department and display it on the 
terminal */
(tdec (unpack (unpack emp on salary) on dname) on dname)<{dname} sum(sal)> 
/* Which department has the maximum budget? */
(unpack dept on budget)<{dno) max(budget)>
.  N A M E : D R O PT IM E
SYNTAX ; d rop tim e rel-name on atr-name
D E S C R IP T IO N  ;
This operation gets rid of the time of an attribute. The input relation can be either 
an existing relation rel-name or the output of another extended relational algebra 
expression alg-exp. Atr-name is the name of an attribute in the input relation of 
which the time is to l:>e droppoxl. Atr-name should be a triplet-valued or set-triplet 
valued attribute. The former is converted to a normal atomic attribute while the
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latter is converted to a set-valued attribute.
E X A M PL E
/* Droptime emp relation on attribute salary */ 
droptime emp on sahuy
• N A M E : DSLICE
SYNTAX : dslice rel-name atr-]iame by atr-name
D E S C R IP T IO N  :
This operation fonns the difference slice of the time component of an attribute with 
respect to another. The input relation can be either an existing relation rel-name 
or the output of another extended relational algebra expression alg-exp. Atr-names 
should both be triplet-valued. The difference of the time components of the two 
attributes is assigned to the time component of the first attribute. The data types 
of the attributes remciin unchanged. The attribute type of the first attribute is 
changed to set-triplet while that of the second attribute remains unchanged.
EX A M PL E
/* Difference slice salary attribute by dname attribute in emp relation */ 
dslice (unpack(unpack em]5 on salary) on dname) salary by dname
• N A M E : E N U M ER A TIO N  1
SYNTAX : en u m l (rel-name/alg-exp) <{Xi} {X 2 } > {T}
D E S C R IP T IO N  :
This version of the enumeration operation selects designated attribute values at 
s])ecified time points. The input relation can be either an existing relation rel-name 
or the output of another extended relational algebra expression alg-exp. X\ is a set 
of attribute names to be part of output. X 2 is the set of temporal attribute names 
to which enuml is applied. The enuml operator, for each tuple of the relation 
rel-name, checks whether each time point in T  intersects with the triplets of the 
temporal attributes in X 2 · The attributes in X i, the values of each attribute in X 2 
that qualifies in the intersection and the time points in T form the result.
EX A M PL E
/* Find the salary values of employees on Jan 01, 1992 and display it on the terminal
V
enuml emp<{ename} {scilary}>{“010192”)
/* Find the department names of each employee on Jan 01, 1991 and Jan 01, 1992
*/
enuml emp<{ename} {dname]>{“010191” “010192”}
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• N A M E : E N U M ER A TIO N  2 
SYNTAX : enuni2 (rel-name/alg-exp) <{A} {a.ggrf(atr-name)} > {T} 
D E S C R IP T IO N  :
This version of the enumeration operation applies aggregate functions to designated 
attribute values at specified time intervals. The input relation can be either an 
existing relation rel-name or the output of another extended relational algebra ex­
pression alg-exp. A is a set of attribute names to be part of output. Agrfi, 1 < г 
< к is an aggregate function which is applied to atr — namti which is a temporal 
attribute name. The aggregate functions available for enum2 are - sum, psum, avg, 
wavg, max, pmax, min, pmin, count, median, first, last and len. The enum2 opera­
tor, for each tuple of the relation rel-name, checks whether each time interval in T 
intersects with each of the specified temporal attributes. The attributes in X, the 
values of the aggregated set of qualif3dng attributes and the time intervals of T are 
the output.
E X A M PL E
/* F'ind the sum of Scilary values of each employee in 1992 and display it on the 
terminal */
enum 2 emp < {ssno } sum (sal ary) > { “010192010193 ” }
/* Find the maximum and minimum salary values of each employee in 1991 and 
1992 */
enum2 emp < {ename) m ax(salary) min (salary) > { “010191010192” “010192010193”} 
N A M E ; PACK
SYNTAX ; pack (rel-name/alg-exp) on atr-name
D E S C R IP T IO N  ;
This operation packs a relation on an attribute. Rel-name is the name of an existing 
relation. Alg-exp represents the output relation of an extended relational algebra 
expression. Let C be the set of all attributes in input relation except atr-name. The 
pack operator maps set of tuples in input relation, whose components for attributes 
in C are the same into a single tuple. The C component of the packed tuple is 
the same as C component of those tuples that are packed. The value of atr-name 
in resulting tuple is the union of atr-name values of those packed tuples. The 
attribute atr-name in resulting relation is a nested attribute if the packing attribute 
was atomic, else it is .set-triplet if the packed attribute was a triplet attribute. 
E X A M PL E  :
/* Display th(i diilerruit proj(v.ts each em]fioyee is assigned to */ 
pack (project assigned on ssno pno) on pno
NAME SLICE
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SYNTAX : slice rel-iiame atr-name by atr-name 
D E S C R IP T IO N  :
Slice operation slices the time component of an attribute with respect to another. 
The input relation Ccui be either an existing relation rel-name or the output of 
another extended relational algebra expression alg-exp. Atr-names should both be 
triplet-valued. The intersection of the time components of the two attributes is 
assigned to the time component of the first attribute. If no intersection is found, 
the tuple is discarded from the result. The data and attribute types of the attributes 
remain unchanged.
E X A M PL E  :
/* Slice scilary attribute by dname attribute in emp relation */ 
slice (unpack(unpack emp on salary) on dname) salary by dept
• N A M E . T D E C
SYNTAX : tdec rel-name on atr-name
D E S C R IP T IO N  :
Triplet decomposition breaks a temporal attribute into its components. The input 
relation can be either an existing relation rd-name or the output of another extended 
relational algebra expression alg-exp. Atr-name is the name of an attribute in the 
input relation on which the triplet decomposition is to be performed. Atr-name 
should be a triplet-valued attribute. Let $A be a triplet-valued attribute. The tdec 
operator on $A creates two extra attributes to accommodate the upper bound and 
value components of $/l. d'lie lower bound component replaces the $/4 attribute. 
These three cittributes are renamed as A;, A„ and to represent the lower bound, 
upper bound and value components of $A respectively. Since A/ and A„ represent 
time points, they are each compressed into 2 bytes. A;, A„ and Ay are all atomic, 
with Ay taking the datatype of the value component of $A.
E X A M PL E  :
I* Tdec emp relation on attribute salary after unpacking salary *j  
tdec (unpack emp on salary) on salary
• N A M E : T FO R M
SYNTAX : tform  rel-name on atr-name atr-name atr-name 
D E S C R IP T IO N  ;
This operation forms a trij:)let-Vtilued attribute Irom three atomic attributes L, U, 
V. The input relation can be either an existing relation rel-name or the output of 
another extended relational algebra expression alg-exp. Atr-names are the names of 
the attributes in the input relation on which the triplet formation is to be performed. 
Atr-names should be in the cu'der lower bound, upper bound and value components
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ot the triplet to be formed. The resulting <rttribute becomes triplet-valued.
E X A M PL E  :
/* Tibrm emp relation on attributes salaryi salary^, salary^ */
tform (tdec (unpiick emp on salary) on salary) on salaryi salary^ salary^
• N A M E : USLICE
SYNTAX : uslice rel-name atr-name by atr-name
D E SC R IP T IO N  :
(/slice foi'ins the union of the time component of an attribute with respect to that 
of another attribute. The input relation Ccin be either an existing relation rel- 
name or the output of another extended relational algebra expression alg-exp. Atr- 
narnes should both be triplet-valued. The union of the time components of the 
two attributes is assigned to the time component of the first attribute. The data 
types of the attributes remain unchanged. The attribute type of the first attribute 
is changed to “set-triplet” while that of the second attribute remains unchanged.
E X A M PL E  ;
/* Union slice salary attribute by diiame attribute in emp relation */ 
uslice (unpack(unpack emp on salary) on dname) salary by dname
.  N A M E : UN PA CK
SYNTAX : unpack (rel-name/alg-exp) on atr-name
D E S C R IP T IO N  :
This operation unpacks a relation on an attribute. The input relation can be either 
an existing relation rel-name or the output of another extended relational algebra 
expression alg-exp. Atr-name is the name of an attribute in the input relation. 
Unpack maps each tuple in rel-name into a set of tuples such that each element in 
the atr-name becomes the new atr-name value of the resulting tuples, and the tuple 
component for the rest of attributes are the same as the input tuple if atr-name is a 
nested or a set-triplet attribute. Otherwise, the output relation is just the same cls 
the input relation. Atr-name will be an atomic attribute if it was a nested attribute, 
or a triplet attribute if it was a set-triplet attribute, in the output relation.
E X A M PL E  :
/* Unpack emp r(,dation on a.ttril)ute salary (Tri])let-valued attribute created) */ 
unpack emp on salary
A ppendix C
TD BM S INSTALLATION
C .l  C h an gin g  th e  P a th  S p ecifica tion  o f th e  S y stem
In the present installation, the TDBMS resides in the directory home/usrS/iqhal/dbms. 
The directory configuration is given in Figure C.l. After the system source code is loaded 
to any directory, the system directory can be set up in any desired way. The files to be 
adjusted are path.h and Makefile. These are found under the src directory in the system 
directory of Figure C.l.
(a)· Modification of path.h: Path.h contciins paths for the users, databases, and the di­
rect {relations and attributes files) file. If the .system directory shown in Figure C.l is 
utilized, then only the user-name should be changed, else the paths have to be adjusted 
to reflect the exact position where the respective files can be located. For example, 
home/usrS/iqbal/dbms/dbase/sxjsfiles/users is the complete path for the users file in the 
'stem directory.
(b) Modification of Makefile: The current path of the directory storing the system ex­
ecutable codes is hoine/u.sr3/iqbal/dbms/bin. This path can be adjusted to any path 
specification, i.e ../bin.
C .2 A d d in g  N ew  U sers to  th e  S y stem
The usex's file contains a list of users who are authorized to have access to the system. 
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Figure C.l: The Directory Structure of TDBMS System
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Thoi user’s login name is used for username·. Capability is 1 for the system administrator 
and 0 for ordinary users, dbnames are the names of databases which can be accessed by 
this user, dbnames are separated by a in the file.
C .3 C om p ilin g  th e  S y stem  Source C od e
The Makefile is used for the com|)ilation. It conta.ins all the information about the source 
files and their dependencies. The first step towards compilation is to change the current
directory to the directory where the Makefide i-esides. 
UNIX is used as follows:
Next, the MAKE command of
(a) make (create tdbms executable code)
(b) make createdb (create the createdb executable code)
(c) make listdb (create the listdb executable code)
(d) make deletedb (create the deletedb executable code)
(e) make install (move the cixecutable code to the specified directory, ../bin)
(f) make clean (remove all the object files)
A ppendix D
ALG EBRA EXPRESSIO NS FOR  
THE SAM PLE QUERIES
Note that the relations used in the algebra expressions for S, are the current snapshot of 
the original temporal relations, while those in the algebra expressions for S /N  are the 
original relations without the time dimension.
Ql.O Point Q uery
S , 
S /N  
H e  
H h







select salary from emp where ssno = 1 
select salary from emp where ssno = 1
select salary from (enurnl emp<{ssno} {salary}>{“l l l l l l ”}) where ssno = 1 
select salary from emp where ssno = 1
Poin t Q uery
Same as Ql.O, except employee is 250.
Poin t Q uery
Same as Ql.O, except employee is 500.
Poin t Querj^
select ssno from eni]:) where salary > 60
select ssno from (unj)ack eni]) on salary) where salary > 60
select ssno from (enuml emp<{ssno) {salary}>{“l l l l l l ”}) where salary > 60
select ssno from (unpack emp on salary) where salaryv > 60
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Q3 Range Query
S select ssno from emp v/here salary > 50 and salary < 70
S /N  select ssno from (unpack emp on salary) where salary > 50 and salary < 70
H e  select ssno from ((eiunnl emp<{ssno) {salary}>{“i r i l l l ”}) where salary > 50
and salary < 70
H h select ssno from (unpack emp on salary) where salaryv > 50 and sa'aryv < 70 
Q4 Join between two Atomic attributes
S select ssno type budget from (proj njoin assigned) where pno = 7
S /N  project ((select pno budget from proj where pno = 7) njoin assigned) on ssno type 
budget
H e  project (enuznl ((select pno budget from proj where pno = 7) njoin assigned) 
<{ssno} {type budget}> {“111111”}) on ssno type budget 
H h project ((select pno budget from proj where pno = 7) njoin assigned) on ssno type 
budget
Q5 Join between two Atomic attributes
S select ssno from (proj njoin assigned) where pname = ”P7”
S /N  project ((select pno from proj where pname = ”P7”) njoin assigned) on ssno
H h project ((select pno from proj where pname = ”P7”) njoin assigned) on ssno
Q6 Join  betw een two Atom ic a ttrib u te s .
S select type from (emp njoin assigned) where salary = 60
S /N  project ((select ssno from (unpack emp on salary) where salary =  60) njoin 
assigned) on type
H e  project ((select ssno from (enuml emp<ssno salary>“l l l l l l ”) where salary 
= 60) njoin (enuml assigned<{ssno} {type}>{“l l l l l l ”})) on type 
H h project ((select ssno from (unpack emp on salary) where salaryv = 60) njoin 
assigned) on type
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Q7 Jo in  betw een two A tom ic a ttr ib u te s
S select type from (emp njoin assigned) where salary > 60
S /N  project ((select ssno from (unpack emp on salary) where salary > 60) njoin 
assigned) on type
H e  project ((select ssno from (enuml emp<{ssno} {salary}>{“l l l l l l ”}) where salary 
> 60) njoin (enuml assigned<{ssno) {type}>{“H l l l l ”})) on type
H h project ((select ssno from (unpack emp on salary) where salaryv > 60) njoin 
assigned) on type
Q8 Join between two set-triplet attributes
S project (dept njoin proj) on pno dno
S /N  project (dept njoin proj) on pno dno
H e  project ((enuml dept<{dno} {budget}>{‘T l l l l l ”}) njoin 
(enuml proj<{pno} {budget}>{“H l l l l ”})) on dno pno
H h project (dept njoin proj) on pno dno
Q9 Join between two set-triplet attributes
S : project ((select dname from emp where ssno = 123) njoin dept) on budget
S /N  : project ((select dname from (unpack emp on dname) where ssno =  123) njoin
dept) on budget
H e  : project ((select dname from (enuml emp<{ssno} {dname}>{“H l l l l ”}) where 
ssno = 123) njoin (enuml dept<{dname) {budget}>{“l l l l l l ”})) on budget
H h project ((select dname from (unpack (droptime emp on dname) on dname) where 
ssno = 123) njoin dept) on budget
QlO Selection on a set-triplet attr., retrieval from another set-triplet attr.
S select salary from emp where dname = ”D7”
S /N  select salary from (unjuick emp on dname) where dname = ”D7”
H e select salary from (enuml emp<{ssno} {salary dname}>{“l l l l l l ”}) where
dname = ”D7”
H h select salary from (unpack emp on dname) where dnamev = ”D7”
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Q l l  A ggregation (1)
S emp<{dname} avg(salary)>
S /N  (unpack (unpack emp on salary) on cíñame)<{dname) avg(salary)>
H e  (enuml emp<{ssno} {dname salary}>{“l l l l l ”})<{dname} avg(salary)>
H h tempi ;= droptime emp on dname
temp2 := unpack temj)! on dname 
temp3 := unpack temp2 on salary 
temp3<{dname} avg(salary)>
Hji, enum2 temp3<{dname} {avg(salary)}>{“010185010186” “010186010187”}
Q12 A ggregation (2)
S assigned<{ssno) count(pno)>
S /N  assigned<{ssno) count(pno)>
H h assigned<{ssno) count(pno)>
Q13 A ggregation (3)
S dept<{dno} max(budget)>
S /N  (unpack dept on budget)<{dno} max(budget)>
H e  (enuml dept<{dno} {budget}>{“H l l l l ”})<{dno} max(budget)>
H h temp := unpack dept on budget
temp<{dno) max(budget)>
H r, enum2 temp<{dno) {max(budget)}>{“010185010186” “010186010187”}
Q14 A ggregation (4)
S assigned<{ssno} avg(rating)>
S /N  (unpack assigned on rating)<{ssno} avg(rating)>
H e  (enuml assigned<{ssno} {rating}>{“l l l l l l ”})<{ssno} avg(rating)>
H h temp := unpack assigned on rating
temp<{ssno} avg(rating)>
H r  ^ enum2 temp<{ssno} {avg(rating)}>{“010185010186” “010186010187”}
Q15 A ggregation (5)
S : emp<{ssno} max(salary)>
S /N  : (unpack emp on salary)<{ssno} max(salary)> 
H h : temp := unpack emp on salary 
temp<{ssno} max(salary)>
